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FACT AGM

Secretary’s Report to the 2018 AGM
Brian Hudson, Secretary
The last year has seen an encouraging
increase in the exposure of false allega�ons
which from my view is the biggest step
forward we have witnessed for some �me.
We are not helped of course by the repeated
exposure of real abusers both online and non
recent especially within the Catholic Church
which has hit the news following the Pon�ff’s
visit to Ireland.
In January we saw the collapse of the trial which sought to
imprison Liam Alan for mul�ple erroneous allega�ons of
sexual assault and rape. This again exposed the flaws in
the CPS and Police methods and policies, and without the
determined vigilance of Liam’s solicitor Liam could well
have joined many other falsely accused in prison today.
This young man to his credit has stood up to the so called
Jus�ce System and intends to do something to right the
wrongs in the system. He could, like many others, and who
could blame him, walk away and se�le for just repairing his
mind and future but instead he has opted to face his
persecutors and the system. His case is a landmark case
insomuch as it has now been men�oned more than once
in Parliament and has had vast media coverage which has
exposed once and for all the disclosure policies which have
lead to hundreds of others being wrongly convicted. We
appreciate all he is doing to further this very serious
government funded and supported mal-prac�ce. Liam is
with us today ….let’s applaud him. He will be speaking to
us later.

Calls for Help and Support
I was hoping that this year I could report to you that we
have been receiving fewer calls for assistance; this is not
the case. What I am seeing is prosecu�ons s�ll being
brought on the flimsiest of evidence and elaborated on by
silky tonged barristers and convicted on the balance of
probabili�es. The recent case concerning Big Brother
celebrity par�cipants reported on widely in the media,
especially the Sun Newspaper, where our umbrella
organisa�on ‘Unfounded’ was men�oned, shows how
easily a accusa�on is made. Under the watchful eye of
several cameras and thousands of TV viewers Roxanne
Pallet, on celebrity Big Brother, sought to change a
harmless interac�on to an assault. What a good job this

Brian Hudson

I also noted on this week’s Ques�on Time on BBC 1 that
false allega�ons got a men�on and short discussion. The
ques�on asked was whether sexual assault allega�ons
should be believed automa�cally and ought not the
presump�on of innocence be restored as opposed to the
presump�on of guilt which now seems to be the case. I
no�ced that apart from Jacob Rees-Mogg MP the
remaining panellist either dodged a real answer or
diverted the ques�on to the scandal in the US currently in
the news.

CPS - Fear Tac�cs
I should also report on another tac�c being employed by
CPS prosecutors: it is one of fear. This year has seen the
imprisonment of a member through the encouragement to
plead guilty despite his innocence. The trick used was to
warn him to expect a much longer sentence - in this case,
effec�vely a life sentence because of his age and poor
health - unless he changed his plea, at the last minute, to
guilty. A�er months of trauma and stress resul�ng in ill
health and the great danger of further strokes this person
was subjected to a distasteful character assassina�on in a
court room and then surrounded when on his own by
lawyers who advised a guilty plea to a single offence
despite his protesta�ons of innocence.

was seen on camera, otherwise her vic�m would have had
no defence and her word could easily have been believed.
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Another development has been the amount of people
ge�ng in contact with FACT as a result of safeguarding
policies. It does appear that more and more are falling foul
of procedures of safeguarding policies which results in the
suspension from their employment following either a
hearsay story, innuendo or unfounded suspicion, in many
cases reported by undisclosed third par�es. Employers
then immediately suspend the individual pending
inves�ga�on. The cases I have heard from include
instructors, a bus driver and a young budding rugby coach
this is all in the first week in September.

Disclosure & the Jus�ce Commi�ee
On the posi�ve side we have seen strong media coverage
of some false allega�ons and the exposure of the tac�cs
employed by the police and CPS in respect of disclosure
issues. The Jus�ce Commi�ee report is now available¹ and
a sample dip into the report reveals:
■ Para 1 The acknowledgement that these issues and
problems date back to 1996 and have been
noted in previous enquires as long ago as
2011.
■ Para 3 That addi�onal resources are needed to
ensure disclosure is carried out and that
failure to do this leads to wrongful
convic�ons.
■ Para 8 A deadline has been put forward for a new
strategy.
■ Para 13 Cri�cism of the previous A�orney General.
■ Para 15 The DPP did not act quickly enough in the
case of Liam Allan and in fact denied
knowledge of it.

innocent people in prison as a result of the current policies
and especially disclosure issues.

‘ What do we do?’
Bob Neil wri�ng in Poli�cs Home stated under the heading
‘ What do we do?’
First, top to bo�om, we need a change in culture. Quite
frankly, the people who should have led from the
front haven’t, and as we heard �me and again in the
evidence we received, disclosure errors are the
consequence of inexperience, poor decision making,
inadequate training, and deficient leadership and
governance. Par�cularly in the police, we
encountered a percep�on that disclosure is an
administra�ve headache, when in fact it’s a central
facet of the criminal jus�ce process. That must be
rec�fied.
Second, with the volume of evidence being collected
increasing and becoming more complex, we need to
ensure those working in the sector are equipped
with the right skills and technology to do their job
properly. A strategy is required to put that in place.
And third, refreshed guidance is needed on how sensi�ve
material should be handled. There are currently too
many grey areas that are open to individual
interpreta�on. It must be made clear that the right
to a fair trial is an absolute right which cannot be
violated to protect the right to privacy.
I believe the Government is taking these concerns
seriously. The joint publica�on of the Na�onal Disclosure
Improvement Plan in January is a welcome step, as is the
A�orney General’s ongoing, broader review. But these
problems, like those in other parts of the sector, expose a
process under immense strain. Without adequate
resourcing, it is difficult to see how meaningful change can
be sustained.
The reputa�on of the system is at risk. Jus�ce must

■ Para 18 The recogni�on that police officers have a
core duty to inves�gate fully.
■ Para 19 A code of ethics from the College of Policing
which should state that all lines of enquiry
should be followed.
■ Para 23 This is perhaps concerning in that no
fundamental change is envisaged and it is s�ll
to some extent discre�onary what material is
disclosed.
There is no men�on of Sir Richard Henriques

Select Commi�ees Ques�oning
What we do know is that during the Jus�ce Select
Commi�ee’s ques�oning both the A�orney General and
Alison Saunders have now admi�ed that there are possibly

prevail.

Service of Encouragement and Support
In April this year we held what has now become an annual
Service of Encouragement and Support. This has taken
place in the centre of London at St James’s Piccadilly by
the kind help and permission from the Rev Lucy Winke�
through our President Sister Frances. We are grateful to
Lucy, who can’t be with us today, for arranging this year’s
service and give special thanks to Anna McGarrahan
currently starring in Les Miserable who sang so
wonderfully for us. Anna is the daughter of Kevin
McGarrahan who is always ready to help with meet and
greet responsibili�es. This service and the fellowship
a�erwards is open to all and not par�cularly God fearing

1. Disclosure of Evidence in Criminal Cases, published 20 July 2018
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people. Those a�ending are from several faiths or no faith
at all have found this �me of encouragement reflec�on
and support very helpful. Look out for the news of the
2019 Service at which Rev Lucy Winket will be talking.

members or simply enquiries which furnishes me with
details of an incident where the sender is looking for
guidance.

New Cons�tu�on & Charity Status

Gurpal Virdi’s Book Launch

The new cons�tu�on is now ready for adop�on but only
when we approach the �me when we are imminent to be
accepted by the Chari�es Commission (CC). In liaison with
Nicholas Griffin who was guiding FACT through this we felt
it best to leave this ready to fine tune once the CC had
seen it. Kevin has completed several hours of work on this
over several months and we are grateful to him for this
essen�al prepara�on.

I was pleased to a�end a book
launch at the House of Lords
which promoted Gurpal Virdi’s
book ‘Behind the Blue Line’ this
was hosted by Lord Singh and
chaired by Sir Peter Bo�omley.
The easily iden�fiable consensus
there being the undisputable
evidence
showing
police
corrup�on and a broken jus�ce
system.

Ques�onnaire: Coping with False Allega�ons

Our spring conference in May highlighted this broken
system even more and members heard from Kevin
Felstead of the BFMS and ex MP and deputy leader of
Birmingham city council John Hemming. Both give
insigh�ul accounts of what needs to be done to correct
this not least of which is the implementa�on of Sir Richard
Henriques recommenda�ons.

The Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse con�nues to roll on
and has taken evidence from a large number of
complainants and vic�ms both real and false one would
imagine. The Inquiry is currently focusing on internet
abuse, and has set a deadline of 2020 before it terminates
its public hearings. We are hoping that between now and
then we shall be asked to give further evidence.

The Ques�onnaire circulated in connec�on with how
people have coped with a false allega�on proved to be
very well received and used. We are grateful for the
honesty of individuals who responded to this and it
certainly provide us with a founda�on upon which we can
support others.

Keeping Children Safe in Educa�on
Finally there is a new report from the Department of
Educa�on en�tled Keeping Children Safe in Educa�on.
This can be located at Gov UK website in PDF format to
view or download.

Membership Report

The costs of this Inquiry have gone through the roof and
once again the costs for the first quarter of this financial
year are similar to the first quarter of last year in excess of
6 million pound.

Our data Base shows 209 ac�ve members with 27
members requiring renewal. On top of this we have 15
advisors and plus others who have from �me to �me
contacted but have no ac�ve membership. I would like to
see this increase. What I do find quite o�en is that people
will join then opt out once their case has been resolved. I
think to encourage legi�macy and openness we should
sponsor an adver�sement with an ar�cle in a na�onal
paper.

Making ourselves known to MPs

GDPR Policy

Earlier this year, with the enormous help of Linda, who
undertook pos�ngs we contacted 450 MP’s sending them
our leaflet with a covering le�er explaining that if and
when they are contacted by a cons�tuent for help with a
false allega�on they can refer them to ourselves as they
o�en will not get involved themselves and this would give
them a finger�p resource to use. There were only two
acknowledgements from the 450 pos�ngs. This perhaps
highlights the general lethargic a�tude to a broken jus�ce
system.

We now have a GDPR policy to comply with the legisla�on
which came into force in May this year. We do not need to
register with the Informa�on Commissioner’s Office due to
our non-profit making and charity type status, however we
do need to comply with data protec�on policies in other
ways and act responsibly. See Policy Slide.

I would like us to do much more to help individuals. In
many instances my hands are �ed through sheer volume of
responsibili�es and �me restraints. I would like to see us
have volunteers to handle case management which seems
to be a growing need. In some instances I have new
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I have also had to spend �me contac�ng each member and
receiving their responses for agreement to receive emails
etc. from FACT.
At this point I should like to express my thanks, on behalf
all members and those whom have used FACT this year, to
the Commi�ee who carry out specific tasks vital to what
we do achieve. To Hora�o who makes himself available
most days and then calls back those who are o�en
desperate to find some help and support.
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Cards to Prisoners

To John who maintains our website and keeps it up to
date with not just FACT’s current events but those other
areas from the media and supporters. To assist John in
this task we have another John in New Zealand who is a
member of FACT and an IT expert and it is to him we turn
when things go beyond our own capabili�es.

I should also like to thank all those who have so willingly
and diligently sent gree�ng cards to those in Prison. I
have received cards and le�ers from them sta�ng how
supported they feel by these cards and have asked me to
pass on their apprecia�on.

Our President: Sister Francis
FACTion Magazine
We thank Michael who took on the editorship of FACTion
and has produced some amazing issues which are all
received well and accumulate posi�ve comments. The
standard is high and highly thought of.

Last but by no means least is Sister Frances to whom we
are indebted for her con�nued Presidency of FACT and for
promo�ng the organisa�on amongst her many and varied
contacts in posi�ons of some influence.

Our Supporters and Advisors

Social Media: Twi�er
To our social media adviser who keeps our Twi�er
account rolling daily and now a Facebook page. This is a
demanding part �me task and has proved invaluable on a
couple of occasions this year when informa�on was
needed. To Linda who constantly seeks out informa�on
and keeps me informed so I may circulate members and
post to John for website. I also acknowledge her diligence
in pos�ng FACT informa�on to 450 MPs.

FACT’s Commi�ee Members
To Pat who despite the devasta�ng injus�ce befalling her
husband and her own health issues on top of this has
managed to con�nue to support and contribute to the
Na�onal Commi�ee.
To Simon who con�nues to promote FACT whenever he
can in his special way.
To Anne our treasurer who always says she does not
seem to do much but without whom we would really
struggle to keep an accurate and required track of
finances. Ann also sorts out the catering for events as well
as booking rooms and venues for mee�ngs.
To Dr. Ros Burne� and Nicholas for their personal support
as well as insigh�ul contribu�ons to FACT. To Kevin
McGarrahan who so brilliantly takes care of people as
they arrive at conference and plays a leading role in
preparing and serving refreshments to us.

Then we have our supporters and advisors from all over
this country who know of the plight of the innocent who
are wrongly accused.

Uniqueness of FACT
Finally I should remind you that FACT is s�ll unique in the
world and that I s�ll receive enquires from the four
corners of our planet. This country is not alone in its
pursuit of the innocent and bring wrongful convic�ons
upon hard working individuals. We have memberships
from New Zealand, Japan, and more recently Malta plus
enquiries from USA, Canada and Australia. Not so many
from Europe which possibly reflects the fact that in
several countries there is a Statute of Limita�ons in place
and non recent allega�ons unless excep�onal are not
prosecutable. We have been told that in Germany they do
not have any financial payouts for complainants, instead
they offer counselling and support for alleged and real
vic�ms of non recent abuse. This perhaps explains why
the amount of complaints dropped massively when this
policy was introduced, unlike Britain which has a plethora
of lawyers openly adver�sing compensa�on payouts all
on a no win no fee basis. Do we need say anymore?
B Hudson
Secretary / Ac�ng Chairman
September 2018
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Helpline Report
by Horatio Goodden

The Helpline was begun, I believe, by Michael Barnes
Had it not been for Michael Barnes it is very possible I
might not have survived having been accused of a crime I
did not commit. I and my family have much to thank him
for.
I first called the Helpline in April 2007. I was in a very
vulnerable state. Michael listened to me and gave me
confidence and ideas. He helped to empower me to fight.
We con�nued to speak via the Helpline for several years.
With the support of Michael Barnes, and the colossal
support of my family, I gained valuable insight into how
our society really runs. By that, I refer to some of the
police, the Local authority and some in social care. I was
brought up where in the movies the goodies always won.
The truth will always come out. I believed in being
innocent un�l proved guilty. I believed our laws were
applied equally to everyone. I am saddened that I should
have been so misled.

Once it was fully running we were receiving roughly 190
calls a year of which most were new contacts. However in
the last couple of years we have been handling nearly 5
new cases a week or 250 in the year. The follow-up calls
and general enquiry calls add to these numbers.
We are immensely proud of what we are achieving with
FACT, especially as it all given voluntarily and needs to fit in
with our day job. The Helpline is just one of the good
works we do.
The best way which we could service the Helpline has
revealed certain shortcomings which have needed to be
addressed. The most obvious shortcoming is that calls
couldn't always be responded to immediately. There were
�mes when it might have taken several days before an
appropriate opportunity could be taken. It was clear a
change was needed. We are making these changes
following our own considered agenda and at a pace of our
choosing.

It became clear that many in society are more equal than
others. If those in posi�ons of trust and authority are
unwilling to prosecute, then these people, more equal
than us, have nothing to fear.

We are fortunate that a firm of solicitors has offered to
support us with the Helpline. McCormacks Law provide
bespoke Defence legal services to professionals and those
in public posi�ons of responsibility who are vulnerable to
accusa�ons of criminal misconduct.

In my case I am grateful for the open and honest way I was
responded to by Social Care and very grateful to the NHS
for spending thousands of pounds on me through
counselling.

McCormacks Law have been providing their own free
Helpline service for several years and believe they can
accommodate our calls without too many adjustments.

I learnt a great deal and couldn't let all this new knowledge
go to waste. I joined the commi�ee in September 2012.
On 14th October 2013 FACT opened a new Helpline with a
service company called SWITCHBOARDFREE. Our number
is 0843 289 2016.

The FACT Helpline number will remain 0843 289 2016.
FACT will maintain an overview of how the service is
opera�ng. We are also fortunate to have other firms of
solicitors who have offered a similar support service, we
will welcome more firms too. Depending upon the success
of this ini�al set up, we will consider widening our op�ons
in the future.
Hora�o Goodden
Helpline Coordinator

WE ARE HERE
TO LISTEN, TO SUPPORT & TO HELP
0843 289 2016
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National Committee

Brian was again asked, proposed and seconded to
continue as secretary for another term. There were
no other nominations and Brian subsequently
accepted the nomination which was unanimously
approved.

Anne MacMahon (treasurer) also agreed to continue
as did Pat (minutes secretary), Linda (research),
Horatio (helpline coordinator)and Simon (media
representative).
Two new committee members where proposed and
accepted. These being Michael Curran (edits
Faction) and Rev Roy Catchpole. We also have four
co-opted members with special skills in various
areas which help keep FACT at the front of the field
of support for those falsely accused.

The membership of the The National Committee is now:
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Helpline
Minute Secretary
Research
FACTion
Media
FACT Correspondent

Nicholas Griffin
Brian Hudson
Anne MacMahon
Horatio Gooden
Pat McDuff
Linda Clarke
Michael Curran
Simon Warr
Rev Roy Catchpole

The Forthcoming 20th Anniversary of FACT
Next year will mark the official 20th Anniversary of
FACT. This is a landmark year and ideally we would
have wished there was no longer any need for our
organisation after all this time. The sad truth is that
we are very much needed and FACT receives many
letters and commendations expressing gratitude for
our support to those wrongly accused and wrongly
convicted. To many we have been life-savers. The
demand is as great as ever, an overview of which
you will read about in the next edition of FACTion.
We are hoping to formulate some additional
promotion for this special year and seek your help.
Firstly we hope this will be the year when we finally
get our official charity status. To achieve this we
have recruited some specialist help from within our
membership to assist our Chairman Nicholas Griffin

with the final constitutional draft and submission.
FACT will also appoint a specialist charity solicitor to
carry out the official request and presentation to the
Charity Commission. This of course will need
financing and therefore we are appealing for
donations. We calculate that if every member sent us
£20.00 then this would cover the legal bill hopefully
realising above £4,000. We know that many cannot
afford any expense and therefore are not expecting a
return across the board. However if you can send
this amount or better still even more it would be
greatly appreciated and will permit us to go ahead
and in getting cemented into full charity status once
and for all.
We also wish to hold a special event at our Spring
Conference, on 18th May in Birmingham, and will be
seeking ideas for this shortly.
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At this year’s AGM we where pleased to see the
return of our past Chairman Nicholas Griff in.
Nicholas has been asked more than once if he would
consider returning once he had got his own life back
on tract following his own horrific ordeal. Nicholas
was proposed, seconded and unanimously voted
back on as Chairman which he graciously accepted.

FACT AUTUMN CONFERENCE

Defending Sexual Abuse Charges in a Climate of Hysteria
Presenta�on to FACT Conference 29 Sep. 2018
by Daniel Berke, 3D Solicitors Ltd, Queen’s Chambers, Manchester

The great essayist George Santayana said, “Those
offences are happening, are widespread and need to
who cannot remember the past are condemned to
be stamped out. Often there will be an incident which
repeat it.” ¹ There is little so true as this – yet we tend
sparks this off. Savile over here, for example. There
not to learn from history. We treat each other badly,
was a national shame that his actions were seen as so
we destroy the environment, we cause wars, we crash
widespread and blatant and yet he got away with it,
economies. Yet instead of
plus he really did look odd –
reflecting when things go
and that helps.
wrong, we look for
someone to blame. Stalin,
Vern Unsworth, the heroic
for example or Mao, did
diver who led the rescue of the
not accept that the famines
Thai football boys was on the
raging through their
receiving end of an attack
villages were their own
from Elon Musk “Sorry pedo
faults; of course not, it is
guy, you really did ask for it.”
clearly the fault of
Based on nothing. Musk said
subversive musicians,
it was because he was a
school teachers,
middle aged man in Thailand.
academics…anyone but
Yet muck sticks and instead of
themselves – and there is
being known for saving lives,
Daniel Berke
only one way to deal with
he now finds himself in a fight
that, a good old purge.
in the gutter.
I am using an extreme example from totalitarian
regimes. Yet we are not immune to our own brand of
hysteria in the West. We may not do gulags and
torture, but we are perfectly capable of panic,
irrational behaviour and deceit. “The State
Department is infested with communists” said
McCarthy in his infamous speech of 1950 or the
concurrent ‘Lavender Hunt’ in the USA at a time
when homosexuality was illegal. And go back
through history and we see repeated examples of this.
Remember Arthur Miller’s the Crucible, “I saw Sarah
Good with the Devil” Act 1 Abigail (page 39)– a
modern take on the Salem Witch Trials which saw
200 people accused of whom 25 were killed.

What causes this hysteria?
We need certain ingredients;
we need a crime so vile
that no right-minded person
would not be sickened by it
What causes this hysteria? We need certain
ingredients; we need a crime so vile that no rightminded person would not be sickened by it; through
history have seen how treason – communism,
homosexuality (sadly, in living memory, was once
considered an evil and depraved crime), devil worship
and more recently allegations of sex offences have all
provided this ingredient. It needs firebrands, the
McCarthys, to shout out repeatedly that these

Then the media – quick to respond, more so now, in
an age of instant information, which can spread like
wildfire – look at the #metoo movement. Things go
viral. The media has got worse. Yes there are still
some brilliant investigative journalists around, but
increasingly journalists are using the popularity of
something on twitter to determine if it is true. Just
because something is popular does not mean it is
right. I’ve never been popular by the way!
But mounting media pressure leads to questions being
asked and the outraged public demanding answers.
This is where things go really wrong. Because we do
not say ‘look, we as a society got this wrong, we
missed the warning signs, we have done for decades
or more, let’s reflect, let’s educate ourselves and the
next generation and get it right’. No, we look for who
is to blame; were the police failing to act? Had
politicians not listened to pressure groups? Are there
people who are a bit different we can target to
cleanse ourselves? Now, I am not saying there should
not be accountability and responsibility, but I am
saying there should be reflection and balance.
Finally, under media pressure, we see the agencies of
state become involved. The legislature may bring in
new laws or regulations, the police adopt new
guidance, these types of cases become prioritised,
politicians make speeches, some guilty people will be
convicted yes, but in the middle of this perfect storm,
a handful of innocent people will suffer and barely
anybody will give a damn.

1. The Life of Reason: Reason In Common Sense, Vol 1, George Santayana, 1905, (page 284 of the 1920 Scribner’s edi�on)
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We have experienced
a period in British history where
we have seen a witch hunt,
a very British hysteria.
Serious damage has been done to
many innocent people,
to their families and
to British Justice
Now, from the outset, I am not going to stand here
and say that anybody who has been accused of a sex
offence is innocent. That is simply not true; many
are, many are not. However, I will not hesitate to
say that we have experienced a period in British
history where we have seen a witch hunt, a very
British hysteria. I believe this is coming to an end for
a variety of reasons, however serious damage has
been done to many innocent people, to their families
and to British Justice…And we will not learn, it will
happen again.

Failings
Interestingly, there is one part of the State’s
infrastructure that I believe has done as good a job
as it can, that is the Courts and Judges. Now before
tomatoes and rotten eggs come my way, I will
explain that. But first, I am going to talk about
where I feel there have been failings:
1. The media.
Not all of it. Some of it. The standards of
journalism have been appalling. At my old law
firm we defended senior police officers in the
inquest into the Hillsborough Tragedy. Before
any verdicts, at the Pride of Britain Awards, it
was described as the greatest criminal cover up
in British history. It was a tragedy, ultimately a
finding of gross negligence was found at the
inquest but the criminal trial has not yet
happened and here, before any finding in any
tribunal, was a TV presenter making a populist
statement as a matter of fact. Trial by media has
become a very real part of today.
There are numerous examples of this. Harvey
Weinstein had not even been charged with an
offence by the police in the USA before he was
universally branded a rapist. Maybe he is, maybe
he isn’t but he deserves a fair trial before he is
branded as such. The evidence of the
complainants was taken as fact, maybe it is, but
the USA, like the UK has a justice system where
the prosecution can be put to proof of its case,
yet the media dispenses with that.

2. The police and CPS.
Not all of the police, not all of the CPS, but
some. It is hard to separate the police and the
media – they had, until the Levenson enquiry a
close, indeed symbiotic relationship. The police
and CPS allowed a culture to develop in sex
cases where complainants were to be believed.
They also allowed a culture to develop where
complainants were called ‘victims’. That is really,
highly dangerous. Why?

The police and CPS
allowed a culture to develop
in sex cases
where complainants
- called victims were to be believed,
This is really highly dangerous
Well a person is not considered a victim until the
case is proven – so it is proven that they have
been the victim of a crime. To call a person a
victim before conviction gives a false impression.
Until conviction the person making the
complaint should be the ‘complainant.’ The
culture of belief which was encouraged to
develop was outrageous. It was seen as anything
but – the media encouraged it – the police doing
what they should have done in the first place. It
was however, wrong. The Police are supposed to
be neutral investigators – investigators of the
truth.
Do not take my word for it, these were the
conclusions of Sir Richard Henriques in his
Independent Review into MPS investigations of
non-recent sexual offence allegations, Oct 16.
Additionally, there have been major failings in
relation to disclosure – the young student Liam
Allan is one of the better known cases – Defence
lawyers have been raising these failings
repeatedly.

3. The former DPP Alison Saunders
Daniel Janner QC, a man I work with a lot and
one of the best criminal advocates in the country
did not mince his words “She has been an
appalling DPP,” The CPS under her has fallen
into disrepute as the latest collapses over
disclosure has established.” Daniel perhaps has
faced more than most, fighting not only for his
clients, but for his late father Lord Janner,
against a system intent on believing a claimant
with no credibility, a proven liar.
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There is one part of the State’s
infrastructure that I believe
has done as good a job as it can,
that is the Courts and Judges.

Defending Sex Cases
I said the Courts and Judges, usually, do a good job.
Not always. I have just been given leave to appeal in
a case where the Judge gave the worst summing up I
have heard in my career, but usually Judges do a
good job in sex cases in finding the missing balance.
They make sensible judgements as to whether bad
character evidence should be allowed, the weight to
attach to certain evidence and how historical
evidence should be approached. I actually find in
most sex cases, Judges are more balanced than in
other cases. This may be because they will have dealt
with many cases where they feel there is reasonable
doubt and may be troubled by elements of the
investigation. After all, there is a higher acquittal rate
for sex cases than any other type of offence.

Use of Criminal Justice Resources
Now – the Courts, CPS and Police are strained and
nearly at breaking point. A book worth reading that
elucidates all this is The Secret Barrister, by The
Secret Barrister. Scary. Yet tremendous resources were
pumped into cases of this nature

© https://beta.parliament.uk/media/a6J7hadW
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Nigel Evans MP
Let’s take the case of Nigel Evans MP – a really
decent man, a long-term politician. He might have
been the first gay Speaker of any Parliament in the
World. A massive step forwards for sexual equality.
Instead, in the early hours on a Saturday morning, he
was conveyed to a police station to answer questions
about an allegation of rapes and several sexual
assaults. The police tipped off the press (they denied
it) but I feel it may be somewhat of a coincidence
that when I left the police station briefly and went to
my car to grab a notebook, SKY, ITV, the BBC and
numerous others had decided to all go for a camping
holiday together, in a car park, in Preston.
The allegation of rape was extremely weak. A young
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man who, by his own admission, had accepted a
dinner invitation, brought an overnight bag,
voluntarily gone up to Nigel’s room and undressed
and got into bed and left the room and returned to
the bed on several occasions. Had Nigel been a
simple shopkeeper, his job before he became a
politician, would he have been charged? I doubt it.
Almost certainly not, pre-Savile. The police then used
serious resources to go and trawl through his past.
They found other complainants. Some came
forwards, others were more reluctant. Two men said
they did not want to complain and did not see
themselves as victims. Another had attempted to sell
his story to the press. Nigel was prosecuted by senior
treasury counsel; as senior as it gets. The case was
investigated by very capable detectives, significant
resources were spent: it was a case of get him at all
costs. Fortunately, the truth prevailed.
Recently I defended an accountant on an allegation
of rape – a staff night out. The case was investigated
by a detective, not very well. It was prosecuted by a
junior barrister. The difference was startling. From
the complainant’s view – why is one entitled to
greater representation and investigation than another,
simply because of the fame of one of the defendants?
The only conclusion is that the CPS wanted big
scalps and they kept going until they got them.
It gets more complicated to defend a case when the
police have not done a good job. I mentioned
disclosure failings. When I represented this
accountant, I repeatedly asked for the mobile phone
records of the complainant and those of her friend.
They had extensive text communications the day
following the alleged incident and we clearly
considered these would be relevant. The police and
CPS repeatedly failed to respond to our requests. It
was not until we listed the case in court that we
received a response. By the time the enquiry was
made, the complainant’s phone had been run over
(this is the legal equivalent of the dog eating my
homework) and her friend had sold her phone.
Whilst the feeling would not amount to an abuse of
process, the judge was suitably unimpressed and
directed the jury accordingly. I must say the jury
seemed even more unimpressed and one hour later
I’m delighted to say my client was sat enjoying his 1��
pint after an ordeal which had lasted two years.

Defence use of Private Investigators
Defending sex cases becomes even more difficult
when the cases involve historic allegations. I was
instructed to defend Rolf Harris in his second trial.
At the time I became involved, he was one of the
most hated men in the country having already been
convicted of a number of sexual assaults against
children and was serving a sentence of five years and
nine months. It was impossible to find a jury which
did not know about previous case. All the allegations
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dated back decades, the press were having a field day
outside court, the prosecution had instructed one of
the finest QCs in the country…. It is fair to say we
were up against it.

his sentence, to be served consecutively.
Working with the investigators, we were able to
establish:
i.

Nobody in Leigh Park, who had lived there at the
time, saw Rolf Harris there. A number of people
were big fans would have liked to have met him
but do not believe he ever went there

ii. His agent said she never booked him there, this
was a time when he was playing to major venues
in major cities.
In that case we made extensive use of private
investigators. It is not always necessary to use
investigators but in this case it was critical. By way of
example one of the allegations dated back to the
early 1970s to television program called Star Games
presented by Michael Aspel and involving some of
the 70’s finest musical, stage and sports personalities.
The complainant alleged that Rolf had sexually
assaulted her in a taxi in the fields in Cambridge
where the filming had taken place.
Investigators were able to retrieve, through a manual
search of ITV records, the original production
documents. A number of potential witnesses had
died, some had very poor recollections, however we
were able to find one key witness. The producer of
the programme who was alive and well, had a clear
memory and the strength
of character to agree to
come to court as a
witness for the defence.
His evidence was that
there was no way he
would allow taxis in the
production area because
there were a number of
celebrities there who
would be likely to simply
get bored and take a taxi
to the nearest pub. There
were no taxis. The jury
were unable to reach a verdict and ultimately Rolf
was cleared. Had we not found that witness, the
outcome may be very different. Had he been
convicted of any of these additional allegations, there
is every possibility my client would have died in
prison.
We appealed against the convictions from trial one.
This is another example of the effective use of
investigators. Ours pounded the streets of Leigh Park,
knocking on doors and carrying out investigations.
This is where the most serious incidents was said to
have occurred. The lady claimed that when she was
nine years old Rolf had sexually assaulted her at an
event at a community centre. He was found guilty of
this in his first trial and nine months was added onto

iii. We found two retired police officers who held
their daily meetings in the community centre
because the police station was too small. They
were certain that Rolf never played at the
community centre
iv. The one witness who claimed to have seen Rolf at
the community centre was found to be a Walter
Mitty. He claimed to have fought in the Korean
War, albeit several years after it had ended. We
found his children’s birth certificates which
showed his occupation as a long-distance lorry
driver and we found he was released from
national service after several days because he was
wetting the bed.
It was our argument to the Court of Appeal that once
the jury in trial one had convicted him of sexual
assault against the nine-year-old, they would convict
him of anything; and, as such, the other verdicts were
contaminated and should not be considered safe.
Unfortunately the Court of Appeal were not prepared
to accept this, but did quash the conviction in
relation to the nine-year-old.
Another example involved a retired headmaster I
represented. Two men with extensive criminal records
made allegations that they had been seriously
sexually assaulted 30 years before. My client was
looking at 12 years. I have no doubt he was innocent,
and let’s not just say not guilty, he was innocent.
One of the men had been to see a lawyer with a view
to making a civil claim. He made a mistake though he said the incident occurred in a private bathroom
next to the headmaster’s office. We were able to
access the school and see the original plans and
worked out that the layout of the school building had
not changed. There was no bathroom in the
headmaster’s office. The bathroom was down a very
long corridor, some distance away. We made a video,
it was a bit like The Shining. We showed it to him. I
recall clearly how he sat lower in his chair in the
witness box as Mr Janner looked at him and said
“you’ve been caught out, haven’t you? “
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Recent Developments
Yet not everybody can hire a QC or investigators.
Repeated cuts by successive governments have
seriously damaged the ability of lawyers to defend
cases on legal aid. If legal aid lawyers spent the time
these cases really deserve in order to trace witnesses,
access the scene of the alleged crime, investigate
matters from years ago, their law firms may be in
danger not being financially viable. It is deeply
worrying.
Defendants who have funded their own defence are
unable to recover costs if they are successful, legally
aided defendants need to contribute to their own
costs and both can face recovery of costs if they are
unsuccessful and have any assets. The budget for
defence lawyers has been repeatedly cut and we are
sadly seeing a brain drain as many able lawyers have
become disillusioned and moved into other areas of
law or out of the profession.
We have also had the wool pulled over our eyes
(although not me – I saw right through it – blogged
about it) with 28 day bail. It is a myth. Suspects are
taken off bail but that does not mean they’re not still
being investigated, it simply means there is no return
bail date which actually makes investigations even
slower and there are no bail conditions to protect
complainants.
On a positive note I have seen the number of cases
being charged has slowed down. Actually this is not
just me, speaking with a number of professional
colleagues, a lot fewer sex cases are being criminally
charged. In police interviews I’ve been pleased to see
the police approaching cases with a far more open
mind. I recently represented a very famous person.
They were taken to a police office on a Saturday. It
was not a police station; there were no other officers
there and we were able to park in a private car park.
The police took a very open-minded approach and
dealt with the case with the utmost discretion and
professionalism and the press never became aware,
even after the case was dropped. In non-celebrity
cases, in police interviews I have generally seen the
police be more open-minded and complainants are
now properly being called complainants.
Something which I do consider positive is the
increasing role of privacy law. Particularly where
people have been acquitted or the convictions spent
or very minor offences, the law is allowing ‘the right
to be forgotten’, with search engines being put under
increasing pressure to remove certain results and
articles.
The new Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) will
take over on 31 October. That is very good news as I
have real sympathy with Daniel Janner’s views on the
last one. Max Hill QC has a very good pedigree, not
just as a practitioner but also as the independent
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Max Hill QC, the new DPP
reviewer of terrorism legislation. He has vowed to
“restore public trust” and I hope I’m not proven
wrong when I say I believe this to be a very positive
appointment and we will see a DPP who is more
interested in the rule of law and its proper
implementation, than headlines.
I believe we will see change – cases will be assessed
on their merits, rather than because of a fear within
the investigating and prosecuting authorities that they
will be seen as not believing.
I have no idea whether there will be a public inquiry.
There were major failings exposed with, for example
Paul Gambaccini and Cliff Richard, there have been
serious disclosure failings resulting in cases collapsing
and no doubt innocent people have been convicted. It
deserves an inquiry.

Meanwhile, the importance of FACT
I’m going to finish with a few words about FACT.
When I represent people, I tell them that they will
find out who their friends are. I have seen people
abandoned by friends, families, colleagues and
communities. I have seen people be supported by
friends they never knew they had. Sex allegations are
different to anything else. People can understand
what drives us to steal or even to kill, but not this.
Many people simply want to have no association
with anybody facing such accusations whether or not
they are innocent does not come into it.
People facing allegations of this nature often find
themselves alone and hated even though they may
well be entirely innocent in themselves; they are the
true victim. That an organisation like FACT exists,
without any source of funding other than what its
members provide, is very important. Relying on the
good will of unpaid volunteers, FACT provides
support, experience and empathy at what is probably
the darkest time in a people’s lives. So, I ask you all
to join me in thanking the formidable FACT team.
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A Personal Comment by David Patterson
remains and they can no longer carry on
with their lives, despite the fact that
they have been found not-guilty.

I run an on-demand technology
company that is focused on Hair &
Makeup. It heavily caters to the female
market. You’re probably thinking that
with a big team of young female stylists,
what could possibly go wrong?
I interviewed a female stylist candidate
regarding joining our team. The mee�ng
was held in a public bar in London
surrounded by people and CCTV
cameras. I believe that because she was
not successful, she decided to accuse me
of assault.

I believe that there has been a focus on
convic�ons over jus�ce; over the right
of a fair trial. So we have a convic�on
culture; convic�ons at all costs.

David Patterson

My case was not one of being falsely accused of a
sexual assault, but the CPS did try to add a sexual
component to the touching. They offered me a plea
deal. I accepted the deal to plead guilty of the
assault which I did not do, and that is how I got
involved in this.
I don’t want to take away from the very important
and serious cases men�oned at this conference.
The unique element I am bringing to the debate is
that I am bringing a ci�zen prosecu�on against the
former DPP, Alison Saunders.
My case against Alison Saunders is the elimina�on of
innocence un�l proven guilty, so it becomes guilty
un�l proven innocent. So, what that leads to, is that
once they are cleared by the court the s�gma

This and many, My, confidence and
many other people’s confidence in the
Bri�sh Jus�ce System has been totally
destroyed. Something we innately have
as patrio�c ci�zens.

I want to bring a private prosecu�on against Allison
Saunders and announce it on social media on the last
day she has in office, which is Wednesday October
21st 2018.
The reason why I came here is just to say that this is
what we need to do. Having the Government as a
whole accountable for false alloca�ons will not work.
If we have an individual held accountable for this, I
believe it will stop it dead in its tracks.
I hope the Bri�sh people and the media will support
it in a big way. I don’t know what the legal
parameters are, but if a Bri�sh ci�zen wants to
circumvent the CPS by taking an official to court, they
should be allowed to.

Editors Note:
As mentioned by Daniel Berke on the previous page, page 13, Max Hill QC is now the present DPP and we
hope that he will open to the very serious concerns our members have regarding the injustices done to those
who have been falsely accused and to their families.
We do have some inkling of Max Hill’s initial priorities in the CPS from the Kalisher Lecture he gave last
November. In his opening address he states that:
I arrived at the new CPS offices in Petty France two weeks ago, knowing that there
were obvious challenges to face, including of course the recent issues around the
disclosure to the defence of material obtained during criminal investigations.
The full text of the Max Hill’s Kalisher Lecturer can be found at:
https://www.cps.gov.uk/news/kalisher-lecture-max-hill
Note: Ar�cles in FACTion do not necessarily reflect the views of all the members of FACT. In a spirit of openness and transparency we aim to print reports,
ar�cles, le�ers and reviews that we receive from our members, whilst reserving the editorial right not to publish them. The editor also reserves the
right to abridge or edit any submission for publica�on in any way necessary. The leaflet, ‘Guidelines for Contributors’ is available from the editor.
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Innovation of Justice
Speaker: Liam Allan
Liam is a student who was falsely accused of rape and exonerated after it
was revealed during the court case that the police had failed to disclose
vital evidence, evidence that proved he was innocent. His case received a
lot of media attention, highlighting the failings of the Criminal Justice
System (CJS)and became a catalyst for the review of many other rape
cases in relation to disclosure.
Liam is a student that has recently graduated with a degree in Criminology and Criminal Psychology
and is now about to begin his Master’s in Psychology. His personal experience and his studies, have
lead him to develop a keen interest in miscarriages of justice, and he is actively campaigning to
implement the much-needed changes to our the Criminal Justice System.
Liam spoke about ‘Innovation of Justice’, a new organisation that he helped to set-up.

I was the student in the news everywhere last year, just
before Christmas. Basically I was charged with twelve
accounts of rape and was facing many years in prison.
I was suspended from work and from University. My
trial collapsed when the police eventually disclosed
over 40,000 text messages between the complainant
and her friends, many of which proved that the
accusation against me did not happen.

convicted, despite no knowledge that the crime would
or could happen.

I realised that from the very beginning I was viewed as
being guilty and that people were not interested in
evidence that proved I was innocent; they only wanted
evidence that made me look guilty.

In order to give a little bit of hope for everyone, we
have formed Innovation of Justice (credit to my
solicitor for the name) . I am working with Annie
Brodie-Akers, who is also here today. To give us some
ideas and direction we are organising four conferences
where we shall discuss the many issues related to the
different forms of miscarriages of justice.

I can't stress enough, that it's not individual people or
a sole department that needs to be held responsible, I
think there's a collective responsibility somewhere.
There are lots of things that went wrong and multiple
factors that contributed to it.
Each year many innocent people are accused or
suspected of a crime that they are not guilty of. False
allegations can be made against anyone, regardless of
age, sex, gender, race, religion or background. False
allegations have a detrimental effect on a person’s
mental health and well-being. Unfortunately, false
allegations can lead to wrongful convictions.
In addition, you can be implicated in a crime that you
may not necessarily have had any true involvement in,
this is known as ‘joint enterprise’. This is where you
may be found guilty for someone else’s crime, due to
the belief you should have had the foresight that the
crime was going to occur.
However, there are cases in which there was no
involvement in the crime and instead, merely a case of
wrong place, wrong time. There are some who are
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Due to disclosure failures within the CJS, many
defendants may be deprived of crucial evidence that
could prove their innocence. Furthermore, the Court
of Appeal and Legal Aid are littered with issues that
need to be addressed to help correct previous mistakes.

We hope that these conferences will educate the public
and raise awareness in society that wrongful
convictions do happen. Many individual organisations,
law firms, barrister chambers, politicians and victims
are fighting for innocent lives which were unfairly
treated by the CJS. These conferences will aim to bring
everyone together to create one voice to achieve justice
for all. Every single person is important and there is
strength in numbers.
After the conferences, everyone who attends will help
nominate and elect a board of representatives that will
propose the required changes to the CPS, Police and
Justice Committee. That stage will happen after all the
conferences.
We hope that these conferences will open a
communication channel for victims, their families, and
professionals with those who have the ability to
change or influence the law.
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Although there are many organisations which may be
fighting different causes, we are all fighting for justice.
By coming together we can create a hope that may
seem faded now. This will show we will not give up
on those who are innocent and that there is a way of
making sure these failings do not continue to let down
those who deserve better.
This is a nationwide call for everyone to band
together, to make a difference on all fronts and to
correct mistakes that should never have happened.
This needs to happen urgently and for the sake of the
public, otherwise one day, it could be you that needs
these changes. Our aim is to create a better, fairer
Criminal Justice System.
We are also fundraising via the Just Giving website.
We hope to meet the head of the CPS in the coming
months as well as people in the police, the Assistant
Commissioner for the National Police Chiefs Council
(NPCC). Hopefully I can arrange to meet key people
in the Police and Criminal justice System. I believe
that if you put them in a room and tell them stories
that you people have been through then, hopefully,
they will be moved to make changes.
So I am standing in front of you today to show
support for you and to acknowledge the horrible
things you have been through; believe me it breaks my
heart to hear it, it really, really does. I know what it
has done to me, I know what it has done to everyone
else in this room.
Thank you for inviting me to speak at your
conference.

Innova�on for Jus�ce
Conferences 2019
Cardiff
Saturday 16 Feb 2019 at 10 am
and Sunday 17th February at 7 pm
Cost: Free
Register: search eventbrite.co.uk website
Link: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/innovationof-justice-cardiff-tickets-48516506176?aff=ebapi

Sheffield
Saturday 30th March 2019 at 10 am
and Sunday 31 March at 8pm

London
Saturday 22nd June 2019 at 10 am

London – House of Commons –
Monday 24th June 2019 at 9 pm

Helping by Funding Innovation of Justice
We are aiming to raise £10,000 to influence change
in the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) with regards
to the way innocents are failed in multiple ways by
the Criminal Justice System (CJS).
To donate: Google, ‘Innovation of Justice just giving’
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Our Online
Legacy
by John Brown
INTRODUCTION
What does your CV look like now? What will you
leave to be remembered by?
Everyone has a place in History. A Family legacy,
Professional legacy, business and society. What will
your legacy be, for you, your family, wife or husband,
children, Grandchildren, friends? What will records
show? We live in a digital world.
BACKGROUND & ACCUSATION
You have been accused and acquitted of the most
horrific crime, having gone through the court system
under the full glare of, scrutiny of and dissection by all
media platforms.
When acquitted how you do repair the damage? How
do you rebuild your life and career? How do you
retain your dignity? How do you have the false
allegations set aside?
We live in a world where newspaper and Media is no
longer something that is read - it’s something that some
people want to be in.
Many false claimants may be attention seekers, have
false memories, be mistaken in their identity, be
financially motivated, be band wagoners, be motivated
by malice, be motivated by family disputes, work or
personal disputes.
A DIGITAL WORLD
Unlike the print media, which is limited in circulation
and locality, the digital sector is one where media
reports, photos, comments and headlines live on and
they do so globally.
It’s a world where headlines and reporting are
instantaneous, be that on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram,
WhatsApp, Forums, Chat Rooms or Online video clip
reports and Online Newspaper editions.
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Once the headline is written or comment is posted it’s
there forever, unless you do something about it. As it
travels around the World Wide Web it picks up speed,
circulation, comments and impact.
YOUR IDENTITY
Known and unknown people come to decisions about
you based on what they see and read and hear.
In a matter of seconds your family name, identity,
location, the accusation (often manipulated to create
the sensational headline) and the court action are
carried by search engines across the globe.
Such is a prime example of the serious damage that can
be inflicted on an individual, whether they are well
known or not, by the publication of court proceedings
which are selectively reported and rarely updated to
reflect the acquittal or totally unfounded allegations. In
the age of the internet media reports can
circumnavigate the globe in a matter of seconds.
The serious consequences of worldwide dissemination
online is that it is there forever - unless you take steps
to have it removed.
NO VINDICATION
Even when all is over, reports are rarely updated to
reflect a vindication and most always say “case
continues”.
Why you may ask? Let me tell you that the reporting in
this context has nothing to do with a media high moral
ground. Some of the press are very apt at getting into
the gutter. Always remember - the editorial oath “never let the truth stand in the way of a good
headline.
The police are rarely looking for the truth. They are
trained to not to believe those they consider as
suspects. They are trained to build a case, as those
falsely accused have all found out.
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Not only that, some police will leak names and
addresses. They work with the media. They refer to
the complainants as a “victim”. Some police will
twist evidence, withhold evidence, recalibrate content
and detail of accusations and thus cannot be trusted.
Bear in mind though, it’s their job to get a conviction
with a case that proceeds to court.
SIR RICHARD HENRIQUES:
JUSTICE HARDIMAN:
LORD FINKELSTEIN
The Sir Richard Henrique report on police handling
of investigations states clearly that “all complainants
are not victims”. “No Crown Court will permit a
complainant to be referred to as a victim – prior to
conviction” “To use the word victim implies that a
crime has been committed.”
The late Irish Supreme Court Judge, Justice Hardiman
said, “in sexual cases particularly, even very old ones,
some people are inclined to think there should be a
different presumption than the presumption of
innocence, that the accuser is to be believed.”
Lord Finkelstein, writing in the Times, May 18th 2016,
expressed his concern thus:
“The real problem is that the police don’t seek the
truth – they construct cases. Starting with the
belief that the victim is indeed a victim and the
victim’s story is correct.”
HOW MEDIA REPORT
Whilst you and your families are facing the unknown
world of legal procedure, of trying to search out the
right criminal lawyer and team, in the background
there are those in media developing suggestive and
deliberately sensational stories and all happening
whilst you face the possibility of not being believed
and / or convicted. The media names complainants as
victims – it’s a better headline and thus from the
outset the accused is deemed guilty.
And be assured that they only publish one side. And
publish it sensationally.
Everyone remembers the allegations - very few
remember the acquittal. Mud sticks . No smoke
without fire!!
Newspapers and Press associations are permitted to
report court proceedings and when they do they have
'privilege'. However they must be fair and balanced in
their reporting. Straying outside of those parameters

means libel. They are not entitled to harass you,
misrepresent or be malicious in reporting. They have
an editor’s code of practice.
Local media will always report, as will papers, radio
and social media. Worse still is that national media
picks up on the story. Even if national media do not
pick up the story, the world wide web will globally
circumvent in fractions of seconds - only to have the
story picked up in other countries.
Don’t be surprised to find accusations and trial details
(not the acquittal) picked up by online publications in
India, USA, Australia, Germany, South Africa, the
Middle East. How will this happen? The answer is
simple. News organisations are global. Many not only
are national papers but are also owners of local
papers, radio stations and have international affiliates.
Many news organisations also upload to Reddit, an
international provider of web content rating on news
reports which results in discussions, comments and
forums, pushing the storyline up the ladder of ‘read
me’ items. The site bills itself as the “Front Page of the
Internet”. Reddit is the 5th most popular site in the
United States and the 18th worldwide.
FOR EXAMPLE
DMGT (Daily Mail & General Trust), owns or has
links to the Daily Mail, The Metro, Mail on Sunday,
The Scottish Mail on Sunday, Irish Daily Mail,
Ireland's Mail on Sunday, Mail Today (their paper in
India), Metro.co.uk (an Online newspaper that claims
daily visits in excess of almost 2 million visitors), and
MAILONLINE, which claims to be the world's most
visited English language newspaper website. This
online publication, estimated in 2014 at almost 200
million readers reaches the U.K, USA, India, Australia.
Publications include The Daily Braille.
Mailonline also claims to be the biggest visited online
paper in the USA with figures in excess of almost 70
million for there alone.
THE INDEPENDENT NEWS AND MEDIA GROUP
(INM) has interests in the Irish independent, Irish
Sunday Independent, Belfast Telegraph, The Sunday
World, The Irish Daily Star and a number of regional
papers. Until recently there were also links with
regional and national newspapers in South Africa,
India and Australia. It owns all the Online
equivalents, of its print as well as Facebook and
Twitter editions.
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Our Online Legacy by John Brown continued ...
News is money. Newspapers use Stories to monetise by
selling advertising space and pop-ups. Some newspaper
groups are reported to charge up to £65,000 per online
advert, guaranteeing an audience per advert of 650,000
viewers.
Not only may your story be published online, Twitter
and Facebook, but it may also be published in print
and be assured that newspapers publish the accusations
with sensation
Local and national libraries will also keep copies of
newspapers, both in print and digital format.
ACQUITTED? NOT ENOUGH EVIDENCE?
If you are not found guilty, then according to the legal
system, it's on the basis of "Reasonable Doubt", not
that the accusations may be false.
Media will rarely report the collapse of a case unless
it’s high profile and when they do so, it's not that there
is no case to answer or that the accusations are false.
Should you be acquitted, then you are deemed by some
to have “got off” because the verdict was on a basis of
‘Reasonable Doubt’. Again media platforms rarely
publish your acquittal - why would they - it’s a good
news story for you, not for them.
You can be sure that they will publish on all platforms,
every sordid detail of the accusations. And they will do
so, trashing your legal right to privacy, in the guise of
“public interest”.
What has to be emphasised and acknowledged by all is
that false accusations greatly diminish and devalue any
genuine claim by complainants. In law, it is only at the
point of a suspect being found guilty that a
complainant becomes a victim.
COURT REPORTING
This may sound very familiar. You will experience that
there was,
• no reporting of cross examination.
• No reporting of the lack of evidence.
• No reporting of the non-disclosure.
• No reporting of the lies that were told
• No reporting of the shoddy investigation.
• Nor will they report your giving of evidence or of
defence witnesses. And if they do it will be from
the prosecution point of view.
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In recent cases which collapsed, such as the Liam Allen
trial, it was due to non-disclosure. This case shone a
spotlight on the disclosure process. Never the less no
action is taken against those who make false
accusations. Why is it that those who make false
accusations do not face charges?
SIR CLIFF RICHARD
The recent Sir Cliff Richard case against the BBC and
South Yorkshire Police (SYP) was very enlightening. Of
course Sir Cliff won his case, his right to privacy,
against both SYP and the BBC.
WHAT YOU ARE LEFT WITH
You, your wife or husband, your children and your
immediate and extended family, work colleagues and
friends are left with a combined print, social media and
digital imprint of being presumed guilty, because that is
the accusation.
Many media reports are still available online and
remain not updated, with your photo and the tag line
“case continues”
• The trial is your chance to prove innocence and
you hope that it will be reported but no, it’s still
the headline they have been writing about.
• The media are not in attendance to publish your
side. It is not a sensational enough for the media.
• You are not a victim
• When you were acquitted did the editor call you
up and explain why they wrote what they wrote or
ask you for an interview?
HOW DO YOU MOVE FORWARD?
You and your family are left to pick up the pieces of a
shattered life.
• The party is over, now who is going to do the
cleaning up?

Only You can do the work;
it is challenging, but it is therapy
and it makes your blood boil.
If you have learned anything from the process you will
most certainly know that only you can do the work.
It’s challenging but its therapy and it makes your blood
boil. That is the catalyst for redressing the injustice of
being falsely accused.
Now it’s time to gather the evidence, the prosecution
statements, the police files and the court transcripts and
take action.
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Unless you do something, the reports in papers, online,
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, social media forums and
search engines, all go unquestioned and that you (and
by association your family) were accused as being
perpetrators of the crime of all crimes.
President Obama said, “If it’s on Facebook then its
true”.
Unless you do something about it your life stops.
If you do not take action then people will also say why did he / she not challenge it – the false
allegations? If you do not take action then you will
always be an easy target for the next complaint - how
often have you heard that?

Don’t leave as your legacy ...
a false story
YOUR LEGACY
Don’t leave as your legacy and your family’s legacy - a
false story, lies, an investigation that sought only to
convict, manipulated evidence that was made to fit the
charges and withheld disclosure, all done simply to
make you a prison statistic.
What about your human rights, your dignity, your
honesty your integrity and your legacy? It is vital to
have a counter balance otherwise people only
remember the accusations.
Take steps, go through your files and disclosed items,
the Police case notes, the statements and if necessary
the evidence produced at court.
The online articles, social media forums and
comments, search engines Yahoo, Bing and Google,
and sectors like twitter and Facebook will remain
unless you take action.
Check Online publications, Forums, Facebook, Twitter
to see if there are defamatory articles in existence.
Clearly you would not have had time to do so during
the course of any investigation or court case. Speak
with your solicitor and consider legal action against

publishers and most importantly have those articles
removed.
REASONS TO TAKE ACTION
Newspapers won’t want judgement against them
because it sets a precedent. Look how the BBC and the
media in general are whinging against the Sir Cliff
Richard judgment
Those who have been falsely accused must pursue
judgements against libellous and unbalanced media
reporting, especially in the case of invasion of privacy
and infringement of human rights.
Have your solicitor contact the relevant Police
department and arrange that you attend to make a
complaint to against your accuser for perverting the
course of justice or perjury. This costs nothing and
Police must investigate your complaint. Gather your
facts and provide the evidence of false or malicious
claims made against you.
You may also decide to take a Malicious Prosecution
case against your accuser (s) and in that event the CPS
may take it over.
Should defamatory media headlines and stories exist,
you can sue. You can also pursue individuals who have
posted defamatory comments on Facebook and
Twitter. Follow through to ensure that Search Engines
take down the defamatory and false accusations. Do so
under the 'right to be forgotten' – if they do not
remove them then take legal action against them.
It’s therapy and it’s Justice, not revenge because
revenge is malice and malice is not actionable. The cost
of doing nothing this is greater than the cost of doing
something. The story may be phoney however the
consequences are real.
One thing to note and to petition for by organising
groups and petitioning your MP, is that the law has to
change and must change to mirror the law in the
Republic of Ireland.
In the Irish Republic no one can be named, under
penalty of law, nor can articles be published naming
anyone until and only if someone is convicted. That is
the Gold standard in criminal law and it gives
protection to all involved.
CONTACT: Letters to John via FACT’S secretary.
Letters for publication via the Editor.
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It must be done. Failing to do so will leave as your
legacy - leave as your family’s legacy - leave as the
generational message for now and the future to come,
that you were accused of, even charged with and faced
a police investigation and court, for the most
horrendous of crimes.

FACT AUTUMN CONFERENCE

Thoughts from Jonathan King
I really want to say ‘Thank you for FACT’.
When all this happened to me1 eighteen
years ago - I know you will find that
astonishing because I only look thirty – one
of the few organisations who were prepared
to be sympathetic and helpful to me was
FACT. A bit of a problem because I am not
a carer or a teacher, but FACT was terrific.
I have a little booklet,
if any one wants a
copy, they can have
one, it is called ‘A Bird
Watchers Guide to
False Accusers’. It
shows some amusing
light on the whole
thing, which is a bit
lacking in comedy.
This whole situation of being falsely accused is
generally not very funny or amusing, but I think we
need to lighten it a bit, for it is so horrendous when it
happens to us or even worse when it happens to
someone we love.
When it happened to me the second time around
(Operation Ravine) I reckon that it actually had a
silver lining. It had been going on for about three
years, and you may have read in the papers that it
ended very well for me. Thanks to the judge the whole
thing got chucked out. But the silver lining is that it has
drawn an enormous amount of attention to the
appalling situation that is going on. The more false
accusations are shown for what they really are, false,
the better off that we, as a society, are. The silver
lining behind Liam Allen’s prosecution, which we have
just heard about, - and thank heavens we got this
incredible young man who has just shared his stunning
story - is that it brought to the attention of the media
and MP’s, what we in this room have known about for
many years. Welcome Liam and thank you so much for
what you are now doing.
I’ve got a book out, who hasn’t, and if you want it you
can get it from Amazon for almost nothing, and it is
called ‘Guilty’. (See book reviews) . I called it ‘Guilty’
1.

so that I could publish it before I
was sent to Belmarsh, which as
you know is always a possibility
with our judicial system.
However, I am guilty, guilty of
the worse crime of all. Whatever
any of you were accused of,
forget it. I was accused of and I
was guilty of not shutting up.
The police, judiciary and the
CPS actually hated the fact that
after I came out of her majesty’s
estate back 2005, that I did not
shut-up. I kept going on about
what had unjustly happened to
me. I was determined to make
people aware of this
extraordinary situation; that you
can be accused of something and
end up in prison for a crime that you not only did not
commit, but never took place; and you think to
yourself that this is insane. If it was a real incident such
as a murder or a fraud you were accused of, then it is
at least a crime that took place even if you didn’t do it
and with the possibility of you being convicted of it.
However, when it is a crime that actually did not take
place and you can still be sent to prison, well that is
just is stunning.

When it is a crime
that actually did not take place
and you can still be sent to prison,
well that is just is stunning.

I dedicated ‘Guilty’ to two people who have
unfortunately past away, Bob Woofinden, a great
journalist and friend of mine, and Sue, also known as
Anna Racoon, who gave me great support.
I am not particularly wealthy, and my last defence was
on legal aid. Now, that meant that I did not have to
pay for enormously expensive QC. Most people have
to have legal aid to fund these cases because they are

i.e. accusations, police investigation, media intrusion, and court case
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incredibly expensive, but the awful thing that is not
generally known, is that if you get legal aid and you are
found guilty that you have to repay the legal aid when
you get to prison; and I think that is so awful. Can you
imagine landing up in prison, especially if it is for a
crime you did not commit and then being hit for a bill
for several hundred thousands of pounds; which
usually means that the people who suffer from this are
the wives and the children and they have already
suffered enough. People’s homes are sold in order to
pay back legal aid, which I think is a disgrace.

A huge amount of people are not alive and unless we
do something now there will be more suicides caused
by it. So I think it is absolutely crucial that we all get
together and do something in the next few months in
order to stop it happening to others.
Lovely to see you all and grateful for being here.

We have heard John Brown talking about pursuing the
false accusers. I don’t agree about suing the accusers. I
think that there are many reasons why people are false
accusers and that, and I do feel that it’s the police and
the CPS who have to pay for miscarriages of justice. I
have put into the IOPC2 sixty pages of complaints, I
am trying to get the Surrey PCC, his Chief Constable
and the three police officers involved in my case fired.
Of course, the trouble is that they get fired but they still
exist on full pensions living in their nice bungalow on
the south coast enjoying photography for a hobby.
Theses sh**s need to be fired without pensions and if I
can get that, it will be a real triumph, for that will stop
people doing what they are now doing.
When I got my apology from the police and CPS I
refused to accept it and I think that people should do
that. The main reason why I refused to accept it is
because in my particular case, the judge in her ruling
said was specifically done to save the reputation of
Surrey police, who are a really bad force. Surrey
Police’s Operation Ravine³, which I was caught up in,
had much more serious consequences for other people
involved including someone who was accused of being
a victim of sexual abuse who then was raided by the
police and who denied that he had ever been a victim.
He was quadriplegic, and the stress caused him to die.
Two of the other people caught up in Operation
Ravine, died and I blame Surrey Police for their deaths.
So many people suffered in this cases, the stress is
unbelievable, and they end up killing themselves. The
police are always very sad about that saying that it is
awful that it happened, but it just has to be stopped.
Those who are here today are the lucky ones, we were
falsely accused, but we are here today, we are still alive.

‘Guilty’ is reviewed on page 36

2. The Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC) is the ‘reformed’ police watchdog, previously known as the Independent Police
Complaints Commission (IPCC). It came into being on 8th January, 2018.
3. Operation Ravine was established in 2015 following Merseyside Polices’ review of Surrey Police’s 2000 investigation Operation Arundel
involving underage boys during seventies and eighties.
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Making a Film about False Accusations
Speaker: Patrick Graham
The video I am making is going to be all about the
numbers. I started in Reading, I can see some people
in the audience I have filmed already, and I would like
to film more. I quite understand that
there are many people who do not
wish to appear on camera, and I do
not want to film anyone whose
process is sub-judice at the moment.
We got to get this first film about
people who have been through the
system and are cleared or no further
ac�on. There is a lot of us. I am one
and I can see several more in the
audience today.

One a couple of bad apples . Maybe only 2% women
make false accusa�ons of rape. If you have seen my
video of a conference speech, I will
reiterate the figures that I always do,
85,000 women were raped last year
according to the Bri�sh Crime survey.
Which is the sta�s�c used by Rape Crisis
as being a reliable figure. It is an
extrapola�on from a 41,000 person
survey.

Only 15% of them went to the police,
that is 12,750. The police received
41,186 reports of rape, they are not all
The film will include the classic
genuine. However, what margin of error
documentary element. What we are
you try to factor in to those sta�s�cs? I
saying is that we are the people who
Patrick Graham
don’t think it is normal to factor in a 50%
have constantly been ignored and we
margin of error. I think that is pushing
are not going to be ignored any longer.
your luck too far. So somewhere along
We hope that the film will include an end note by
the line those input figures show that there is this
Anne Widdicombe, whom I am going to see down in
idea that there is this 2% of accusa�ons that are
Devon at the end of this month. She is quite happy
false. Of course we know from our experience that it
to appear in it and as you know Anne Widdicombe is
is not true, and we need to make that more publicly
a very powerful advocate of ally of our cause. I said
known. So, the video is all about achieving that
to her that I was s�ll fond of how she re-creased the
result.
pole about Michael Howard with that phrase, “there
is something of the night about him”. She has a turn
I hope to premier it at the
of phrase, she has an eloquence and is unafraid of
Innova�ng Jus�ce Conference
speaking the truth out loud. We will use that in more
in Cardiff in February
ways than one. For we will use this movie to get
more leverage to get more input to MPs.
So anyone who wants to be a part of it I want you to
make contact with me. The way this is going to
happen is I’ve organised li�le shoots in different
areas of the country with three to four people on one
day talking to the camera. Being s�ll voice over to
the story, some�mes walking. Roy going past his
church for example, with a sign saying ‘welcome’
behind bars.
The whole point of this film is to give the impression
that is currently missing in public voice which is that
there are thousands of us. The media in general like a
personal story. They like the one individual touch.
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I hope to premier it at the Innova�ng Jus�ce
Conference in Cardiff in February. We have a lot of
filming to do between now and then. A lot of busy
weekends. Next week we are in Swansea for four
men there gender balance in the movie. We could
end up with a very powerful video, which will not
only be used in conferences but also on YouTube. We
hope to add a link to individual stories, so that the
you can click on the link to find out more from all
those who want to tell their individual stories.
We will be trying to put on line a rough-cut trailer in
order to thank all those who have given us money to
make this happen.
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Ques�on: Can we be anonymous on the film?
We can do some anonymous filming, but the power
of the film will come with the up frontness, so I don’t
want to do too much of that for it will undermine the
message that we are no longer going to be afraid of
you. For I think that is the impression which has been
doing us down for many years. We feel rightly afraid
because people have been re-prosecuted and new
stories have come back at them. We all know that
people in this room have had this happen. So it is
understandable that people do hide and I do not
knock anybody for doing that. I am now at the age
where I have a pension and will not be ge�ng
another job, so I do not wish to remain afraid.

At the end of the video we hope to turn the camera
round to me to say “and I have been falsely accused”
and then turn round again at the other technicians
who will say the same.
Ques�on: Will the film be available to those not on
the Internet?
We hope to produce a CD for those not on the
internet, it all depends on the funding.
Contact details:
Email: P a t r i c k @ s m i l e o f t h e d e c a d e . c o . u k

Also by Patrick Graham
“Sex Offence Fantasists and their Police Enablers”, a talk given to the International Men’s
Issues Conference, July 2018 . The YouTube link is:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLjMscr0TpRqi2S253q1A0vQIS3SZcEZAJ&time_continue=2&v=9H0eQ1jEOAQ

My Clean Slate
A new service to help remove information from the internet
Speaker: Carina Trimingham
On the internet you can find out anything about anyone. I think this is terrible
especially if someone is falsely accused.
This is particularly relevant if you are going for a job or you are putting yourself
forward for something because people automatically Google your name and all
the stuff that you never want to see again comes up. So, I set up a company that
uses the right to be forgotten which is now law.

Carina Trimingham

On your behalf I will approach Google, or other search engines, to take down the information about you
that you do not want to be found on the Internet.
A few companies will say “no” and then my next step is to report them to the Information
Commissioner, which is the body that looks after data protection. They can order search engines, such as
Google, to remove the offending results.
I only started my company this year and it is going pretty well. I have had good
results. The cost is very reasonable, I do not charge anything like a solicitors’ fees.
I charge a flat rate of £250.00 - that's it, no more money for expenses or hidden extras.

W: www.mycleanslate.co.uk
E: info@mycleanslate.co.uk
FACTion - Vol 9.1 - Winter 2019 - e-edition
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Making a Film about False Accusations: Speaker: Patrick Graham continued .. .

My Story
by
Nicholas Griffin, FACT’s Returning Chairman
Never before have I returned to take up a position for a
second time. However, when it comes to being falsely
accused we all know how that turns your world upside
down and inside out; so that unwritten rule of mine has
now been broken. With effect from the September AGM
& Conference I am pleased to be able to come back to
FACT as Chairman having had a break to work on
moving my own life forward. As we all know when you
have been falsely accused, and in the worst cases
convicted, no matter how hard you try, the effects of
that – and they are many – will not only change your
life but have a daily effect on it forever. I have often
found when speaking to members and guests at our
conferences this is a common theme and no matter how
many years ago it happened to them they still return to
offer support to others because it haunts them and
affects them constantly. I suppose it should be no
surprise to me that I find myself in that same position,
and I therefore offered to stand for election at this year’s
AGM to do whatever I can to help.

Many people will only know Cambodia through seeing
the film ‘The Killing Fields’ (1984). Sadly, the war left
Cambodia devastated and its wonderful people
struggling to make a living, especially in the rural areas.
There is no social security system or mandatory
schooling so many children have no education. Children
suffer unimaginable horrors, abandoned, starving, living
under huts in pools of raw sewerage scavenging for
scraps of food to survive, like dogs. Some in need of
major surgery following accidents and beatings which if
left untreated lead to death or a lifelong disfigurement.
The people on my tours could not help notice such
degradation and they asked me how they could help.
Responsible tourism is a theme dear to my heart, so I
was able to involve tour groups in visiting rural projects,
helping out and making donations to fund the running
costs of these life changing projects.
I became more and more involved in helping such
projects and local organisations close to where I lived in
Cambodia, providing management mentoring and
raising funds, but sadly corruption is a big problem.

As more and more false allegations are made, with
people treated as guilty before an investigation there are
many new faces at our conferences and also joining
FACT, so I thought it appropriate to outline what
happened to me for those who don’t already know me.

Therefore, I set up my own NGO (Non-Governmental
Organisation) in order to make sure that the money
donated to help the people was actually used to benefit
them. Within two years the organisation was running a
vocational training school, two orphanages, a series of
free English language schools, a restaurant, offices,
family support to keep children with their families,
small business loans, and we had bought land to build a
children’s village, similar to SOS Children’s Villages
International to replace the orphanages. We had vehicles
and 40 full-time paid staff. The Cambodian government
had also given us consent to build and open a main
stream national curriculum school on the new land
which would mix our children with local children

Cambodia

By late 2006 I found myself in a position where I could
devote a part of my life to helping others in a developing
country and left to live in Cambodia. I set up a travel
business running adventure and off the beaten track
tours of Thailand, Laos and Cambodia in partnership
with a British travel company.
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Photo by Joseph Anson on Unsplash

My early work life included professional work in a
variety of settings. I also came up through the Scouts,
devoting many years to voluntary youth work with
many nights camping and overnight residential stays;
and receiving a long service decoration in the process. I
moved into business in senior management positions
and set up and ran my own property business. During
this time, I also developed a passion for travel and
visited many countries experiencing hardship and
poverty first-hand.

I also continued with my travel business and, in
preparation for one trip whilst travelling overland
between Cambodia and Thailand, I crossed swords with
more organised crime and corruption. A Mafia type
group located on the Cambodian side of the border had
taken control of all passenger transport between the
border and the town of Siem Reap where I lived. They
dictated what time buses left the border and took a cut
from the owners. They ‘sold’ each bus of passengers to a
guesthouse and held the bus, so that when it eventually
left it would arrive in Siem Reap close to midnight and
then go straight to the guesthouse which had offered the
highest price. On one such trip 18 of the young
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My Story by Nicholas Griffin continues ....
backpacker passengers who had been talking to me
wanted to visit some of my projects, so they did not stay
at the Mafia organised guesthouse and left with me. Of
course, in hind sight this was not one of my best
decisions!
It was all downhill from there.
I carried on as usual, oblivious and I should say very
naive, to the storm heading my way. It was in the good
old days when I still thought that if you were doing
nothing wrong and others were doing wrong you would
be protected. I started noticing people following me and
photos being taken. Then one night after being out with
a couple of supporters for a farewell meal I found
several street children attach themselves to me and
follow me back to where I lived. It was very hot, and
these children were very poor so when they asked for a
drink of water I let them into the kitchen for a drink.
After a short while I ushered them out. Little did I know
at the time that this was part of a set-up staged by a
local vigilante group who had targeted me.
There then followed an allegation that I had sexually
abused one of the boys. I employed a lawyer who
obtained witness statements from the married couple I
had been out with who saw the children start following
me. An investigation was carried out by the police under
the supervision of the investigating judge and I was
interviewed by the prosecutor. I was not arrested or
charged, and the case was dropped.

words, arrest the person first then try and find
something wrong!
I later came to understand this is a widespread tactic
used in corrupted countries, including the UK. If you
arrest and hold someone and put out a blaze of media
publicity of that arrest, public opinion is swayed to
believe that person must be guilty. Add to that ulterior
motives i.e. compensation, hate, greed, career etc. of
individuals and these people pour in to perform a mass
mugging of the accused.
My director and I were held at the police station for
three days while all the children from our orphanages
were interviewed at the police station and written
statements taken. There was an independent
representative present from the ministry of interior with
whom we were registered. There were over sixty
children ranging from 5 years old to 18 years and there
was not one allegation of anything. Staff were with
these children 7 days a week, 24 hours a day and there
were no allegations or suspicions from them either.
After being held for three days we were told there was
no case against us and that we would be released. We
travelled with the police to the court house where the
investigating judge was to sign the release papers. But by
the time we got there the judge told us he had received a
phone call from a high government official in the capital
city who had ordered him not to release us. Instead we
were immediately transferred to the prison! Let me
assure readers that I was and remain entirely innocent.

Jumping ahead, in late 2010 there was another sudden
attack. All my projects were raided by police and
representatives of the vigilante group (who are given
freedom to order the police with the backing of certain
high government officials – the police were very angry
about this). There are reasons for this going on which I
won’t explain now. There were no allegations pending
nor any active ongoing police investigation. The police
were bemused as to why they had been ordered out by
their bosses at the capital. The senior officer sat around
drinking tea with me and my Cambodian Director
waiting for instruction as to why he was there and what
to do. By the middle of the day he finally asked us to go
voluntarily to the police station which we readily agreed
to as we had absolutely nothing to hide and wanted to
know what it was all about. By the late afternoon they
decided we needed to be arrested so they could hold us
to firstly see if they could find an actual allegation
against us, and then to start an investigation. In other
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There was then a constant smear campaign launched
against me using the vigilante’s website and word of
mouth. But this didn’t stop me working as I dismissed it
as cranks.

We had gone from full flow on all
the projects to prison in three days!
You may be interested to read my account of what it
was like spending a year in a Cambodian prison,
including eating dogs, being woken up every hour each
night for suicide watch and the similarity of the prison
hospital to a prisoner of war hut on the death railway in
world war two. It’s in FACTion here:
https://factuk.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/
02/FACTion5-4-winter-2014-15-1.pdf (page 19)
I never saw my staff, the children, home, furniture,
clothing, money or anything else again.
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My Story by Nicholas Griffin continues ....
We were extremely worried about the welfare and safety
of the children and staff and only later received snippets
of information indicating that one of our committee
members, a European woman, had taken the children
and was setting up her own organisation. She then
turned against, us stole equipment and vehicles from our
organisation, and mounted a campaign lobbying to have
us found guilty. We still didn’t know what it was we
were supposed to have done.
My Director/friend who was Cambodian was held with
me in the prison for two months whilst all sorts of child
sexual abuse and physical abuse claims were thrown
about in the media fed by the vigilante organisation and
the other muggers. At the end of two months he was
released with no charges. I remained. There then
followed months of political wrangling over my release.
I still hadn’t been charged with anything or had any
allegations put to me. It appeared that my release was
imminent. Then after 5½ months my director came to
visit me one morning and told me that today I was
going to the court house for sentence! I knew nothing. I
had no paperwork, no lawyer, no allegations, nothing.
Yet within 10 minutes I was on my way to the
courthouse. When I arrived to my horror I was there for
a so-called trial. Before I entered the court room I was
told that I had been found guilty and the sentence was 2
years in prison with one year suspended! Yes, that is
correct, before I entered the court room!
The trial lasted 2½ hours with one judge and no jury. I
had no paperwork, no disclosure, no lawyer. I was not
allowed to cross examine and some children from our
orphanages had been brought in as the accusers. A
British observer from a local church who attended wrote
to the British Embassy afterwards complaining that I
had not had a fair trial and that the children were
extremely upset. All of them said to the judge that they
had no complaint against me and they appeared to be
there under duress. The British Embassy did nothing.
Only one adult witness had been called on my behalf
and she said to the court that the day before she was
offered money if she would turn against me and say I
abused her son. She refused to lie and confirmed nothing
had ever happened. Her son aged about 12 also gave
evidence and confirmed I had only ever helped him and
been like a father. Interestingly despite the huge
campaign the muggers mounted in the media prior to
the ‘trial’ there was not one media representative at the
‘trial’. None of it was witnessed by them. They kept it
off the public record. After 2 ½ hours the verdict was
guilty and a two-year sentence with one suspended –
exactly as I had been told.
There is another twist to this that during this period I
had been told the British police were involved and that
they had been out to Cambodia. It later turned out that
this was CEOP (Child Exploitation and Online
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Protection) a British government quango with police
powers. During the time all of this was happening in
Cambodia, an allegation had been made in the UK
which required me to be interviewed by the police which
could not be done as I was out of the country. The
complaint coincided with the attacks on me in
Cambodia and during the time CEOP got involved. The
then head of CEOP was engaged in a very public
argument with Theresa May who was at that time the
Home Secretary. It was clear there were many problems
within CEOP and a number of complaints about them
had been made to the IPCC (Independent Police
Complaints Commission). Theresa May realised there
was a serious problem and moved to put CEOP under
supervision of SOCA (Serious Organised Crime Agency)
later to become the NCA (National Crime Agency).
CEOP had been operating without any accountability
and had become a loose cannon.
With this going on in the background, whilst I was still
working in Cambodia, the then head of CEOP resigned
but remained in post whilst working out his notice. He
travelled out to Cambodia with a film crew and
presenter from the programme America’s Most Wanted
and proceeded to make a programme naming me as a
paedophile. The filming took place prior to my arrest. I
had become the chosen victim of a very powerful group.
Some of the filming was done at CEOP’s HQ in London
allowing them to film protected data about me and they
were filmed leaving the office saying, “let’s go to
Cambodia and take Griffin down”. His campaigning to
have me convicted was going on from prior to my arrest
as well as whilst I was held in the prison. My arrest
coincided with him being in Cambodia and the film
crew he was with were sent to the police station in the
early hours of the morning on the day I went voluntarily
to the police station in order to film my arrival. It was
then broadcast internationally by Sky News the same
day. He was clearly involved in the orders to have us
arrested; only those on the spot and involved would
have had advance knowledge that I would be going to
the police station that day. Eventually he used my case
to try and demonstrate to Theresa May that he could
get convictions. But of course, it backfired because it
actually shows how right she was to deal with this
dangerous fanatic. I later discovered that the operation
against me was named, Operation Relentless Pursuit.

There was absolutely
no search for the truth.
There was absolutely no search for the truth; instead
there was interference with a justice system in another
country. They were supporting and working with a
Cambodian vigilante organisation who broke all
international law to get a conviction, including putting
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vulnerable children at risk and using them in set-ups.
CEOP were also involved in interrogating the children
from my orphanages who had already given clear
statements to the Cambodian National Police, forcing
some of these children to change their statements under
duress. A CEOP operative, who I later met with after I
made a complaint to the British Embassy, told me he
was present, and that he knew I was guilty because the
children were crying (he didn’t speak Cambodian and
couldn’t understand a word of what they were saying). I
was absolutely shocked that the British could behave
worse than the Cambodians.
Both CEOP and the vigilante organisation had no
interest at all in the safety or welfare of the children my
organisation was caring for. To this day I have not seen
any plan or indication from either organisation that they
had made any provision for the children at all. They
didn’t care, they just wanted a conviction. These are the
abusers and they get off scot-free.
Despite all of this CEOP is still operating as the lead UK
police organisation in allegations abroad!
When I returned to the UK I was arrested at Heathrow
airport to be questioned about the outstanding UK
allegation. CEOP had informed the media giving out my
flight details, and my arrest was filmed by Sky news who
regularly received leaked information from CEOP. Sky
reported I was arrested for an alleged rape!
Following just one interview with the police the UK
allegation became an NFA (No Further Action). It had
been used by CEOP, blown up out of all proportion
even to the extent of issuing an Interpol notice against
me whilst I was in Cambodia, making me look guilty
and to aid getting me convicted in Cambodia. It was the
stuff of movies. Unbelievable!
The result of all of this was that the British government
then transferred the Cambodian conviction to the UK as
if I had gone through the British courts. But with no
right to appeal it. “Oh no”, they said, “we don’t
interfere with another country’s justice system” – so
what were CEOP doing then? I said to people, “give me
the chance of a British trial so I can clear my name”, but
of course there was nothing to go to court on. The
Cambodian conviction also resulted in me being given a
British notification order for 10 years and a 5-year
international travel ban. It just seemed never ending. I
tried to figure it out, but it was impossible because it
just made no sense. It was as if my country was trying to
annihilate me, to destroy me, I just couldn’t understand
how no-one in authority wanted to look at the truth.
They didn’t even want to hear it. Somehow my country
had been ruined.

Jon Tyson - Unsplash

My Story by Nicholas Griffin continues ....

I was wiped out, traumatised, shocked, underfed and
returning to the UK in late October with only the
clothing I stood up in. No coat, no money, not even a
UK bank account or passport. I was penniless and ended
up sleeping on the streets in London (I had no blanket
or sleeping bag). I will never forget one very cold night
at Covent Garden when an amazing lady took pity on
me and gave me her coat saying she could manage
because she would be travelling on the underground and
didn’t have far to go. I scrounged for food and handouts
from local shops. Fortunately, later a UK charity helped
me and paid for a hotel while I found local authority
hostel accommodation.
You would have thought that it couldn’t have got any
worse, but no. Following my return my Cambodian
friend/director kept in touch with me weekly as he was
trying to fight in Cambodia. Running a very public
campaign on radio and giving news conferences. Radio
Free Asia also supported us. I feared for his safety and
advised him to be careful. One week he phoned me and
told me he had had a meeting with the judge, and that
he had obtained papers proving our innocence and
would have them translated and send them to me. A few
days later I received a phone call from a mutual friend
in Cambodia telling me that my friend was dead! He
was cremated with no official response to his death or
investigation even though it was under suspicious
circumstances. He was only in his forties. He left a wife
and four children living in poverty.
I continue our fight for justice.
Everyone coming to FACT has their own very individual
and horrific story, but we all share common problems.
FACT has been here for 19 years always ready to listen
and to do what it can to support and help across a
broad spectrum of issues. Some come to us for help
when they are in the darkest recesses of the mental
torture and shunned by society, needing support for a
limited time until they feel strong enough to rebuild
their life. Others become lifelong members gaining
strength from knowing they do not suffer alone and
often able to turn their experience round to help others.
We have a fantastic team who totally understand what
you are going through – believe me we have been there!
We recognise how absolutely crucial it is for FACT to be
here for you. We will do everything we can to keep
doing that.
Nicholas Griffin, FACT Chairman
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Further Thoughts on the British Justice System
by
Jeremy Dunning-Davies.
It is now two years since my talk on the English Language
and the Law was given at a FACT annual general meeting
and subsequently printed in FACTion (vol. 6.3; Autumn
2016). Apart from one or two quiet murmurings in the
media, little seems to have changed. I grant it is
encouraging to hear the present Commissioner of the
Metropolitan Police order that her officers’ task is to
listen to allegations and then investigate them openly and
fairly – without any preconceived notion of the outcome
of such investigations. However, one must wonder how
widespread this (dare I say?) correct attitude is reflected
in other police forces. It might be remembered that Mr.
Simon Bailey, the Chief Constable of Norfolk is still in
situ even though, as I stated before, he has shown a
complete lack of understanding of the simple word
‘believe’ and one has heard of no moves to discipline the
senior officer in charge of ‘investigating’ the false
allegations against the late Sir Edward Heath, and whose
remarks have led to indelible stains on the character of
someone who served this country for many years in a
distinguished career but is not even able to defend
himself. No; this persecution of people – mainly men –
simply on the basis of vague allegations as well as the
ridiculous pursuit of so-called historic claims must be
deemed viable no longer.

the ridiculous pursuit of
so-called historical claims
must be deemed viable no longer
It was always understood that people found guilty of a
crime in this country had to be found so on the basis of
‘beyond reasonable doubt’. This previous procedure may
have led to miscarriages of justice but at least it was more
reliable than the recently voiced notion of finding people
guilty on the ‘balance of probabilities’.
Again, since 2016, we have seen more cases of people
being accused and, in some cases, found guilty of crimes
supposedly committed thirty or more years ago.
Considering the nature of all these allegations one must
ask what concrete evidence could possibly be produced
in support of the allegations? The answer has to be None!
This is not to say the allegations are all unfounded but
they cannot be proved ‘beyond reasonable doubt’! It is
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better, in my view, for one truly guilty person to escape
punishment than for innocent people to be incarcerated
and have their names tarnished forever. This was brought
home dramatically recently in the trial of a local vicar
who, at the age of 84, was charged with several offences
supposedly committed in the 1980’s. There were three or
four accusers and he was found guilty – presumably on a
‘balance of probabilities argument’ because it is
impossible to see what truly concrete evidence could have
existed still from so long ago. Within a week or two of
being sentenced to twelve years in gaol, the poor man
died but, as yet, the cause of death hasn’t been made
public. I don’t know if this man was guilty or innocent
but I strongly doubt he was truly proved guilty and find
the case with its tragic ending extremely worrying
especially when it may be remembered that at least some
lawyers are determined to gain a conviction at all costs,
regardless of the real truth!
As I said in the article mentioned above, men are being
prosecuted today for incidents occurring many years ago
in a time when, like it or not, the said incidents were not
regarded by society, or even the law itself, as being
crimes! Hence, investigating such historic crimes as
murder is justifiable because it has always been a crime
and, even today, concrete evidence can still exist which
could properly lead to a conviction. However, in crimes
of so-called sexual assault, that is simply not the case.
What is, or is not, sexual assault has changed over the
years and, although at the time, many felt the idea of the
so-called ‘director’s couch’ totally wrong, it was accepted
as something which went on and that was that. This may
sound a little callous but that simply was the situation. In
the days after World War II when travel abroad became a
much more widespread activity, there were cases of
women returning home claiming that their bottoms had
been pinched and, in the society of the day, that is as far
as their story went. Today, such pinching is regarded as
assault. This illustrates just how much times and attitudes
have changed but does not mean that bottom pinchers
from the sixties should be prosecuted today.
The other worrying aspect of the present situation is that
several men who, rightly or wrongly, protested their
innocence have died in gaol. At the same time, the present
Director of Public Prosecutions has declared that there
are no innocent people in gaol in this country. It seems
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Further Thoughts on the British Justice System by Jeremy Dunning-Davies continued ....

no-one in authority will truly accept responsibility for
these modern miscarriages of justice. If indeed innocent
people have died in gaol while serving unwarranted
sentences, then it seems the Director of Public
Prosecutions responsible should be more liable to
prosecution for manslaughter than the unfortunate Mr.
Duckenfield who is being prosecuted over the
Hillsborough disaster. The argument behind this notion
is that the Director of Public Prosecutions knows all
details of the legal process in place at the time and, often
openly, supports local CPS heads in all they do, whether
they act correctly or not. In Mr Duckenfield’s case, he
possibly made mistakes but not deliberately; he was
really a true victim of circumstances. The apparent fact
that police officers concerned later altered their
statements is a separate issue and should be regarded as
such and dealt with on its own individual merits.
As far as our recent Directors of Public Prosecution are
concerned, it is obvious that Alison Saunders has done
little to help clear up the problems in the system; indeed,
quite the reverse with her remarks concerning the gaoling
of innocent people. Her predecessor, Keir Starmer, is the
one responsible for introducing the flawed idea of ‘guilty
on the balance of probabilities’ – an idea introduced
without much intelligent thought as to its real meaning
and possible consequences. Incidentally, he also claimed
that people who made claims of sexual misconduct even
fifty years ago should be believed. Evidently, he, like Mr.
Bailey, doesn’t even know the meaning of the word
‘believe’ and such a person became our Director of Public
Prosecutions! However, the real problem goes back to at
least his predecessor, Ken Macdonald, who had
documentary evidence of dubious practice by one of his
CPS heads – the late Nigel Cowgill from Hull, who
admitted in writing that he had had at least one private
meeting over the Christmas period with the Judge
concerned in a sexual assault case to sort out a few
things. This meeting followed an adjournment
introduced by the Judge in proceedings after that Judge

himself had declared that neither criterion for setting a
trial date had been met; indeed, he clearly stated that, if
one particular person was called as a witness, the Crown
would lose. In the event, after the private unorthodox
chat, that witness was listed to be called, a trial date was
set, at the last minute the Judge concerned found himself
unavailable on the date of the trial, the Crown duly lost
the case – (largely because there never was a case to
answer!) - several thousand pounds of tax-payers money
was wasted! The truth is that, for many years now, our
justice system has been let down by these senior people
and by lawyers who, it seems, are willing to say anything
for money and still sleep at night while innocent people
rot, and die, in gaol!
One can talk about this subject at length but, in the end,
the CPS is, to use the modern parlance, not fit for purpose
and that could be said to be true for our entire, once
envied, justice system today¹. What is necessary is a
return to the old idea of finding an accused ‘guilty beyond
reasonable doubt’ and to both police and lawyers – CPS
lawyers included - acting honourably and honestly or is
that simply too much to ask? Added to this, no
compensation should be on offer to anyone who makes
allegations, either before or after any trial. There is no
doubt that some of these allegations arise out of a
promise of compensation, accompanied by a guarantee
of lifelong anonymity for the accuser and little, or no,
chance of the money being reclaimed when the
allegations are proved false since anonymity ensures noone knows the money has even been paid out. Remember
also that, as I pointed out in the article mentioned above,
the payment of compensation before any trial might
reasonably be termed a bribe. Nowadays it seems bribery
on the side of the prosecution is deemed acceptable. No;
the legal authorities from the Lord Chief Justice down
must shoulder virtually all the blame and it is time they
admitted such and stood up to be counted.
1. Editor’s note: As Brian Hudson in his Secretary’s Report
pointed out on page 5 of this magazine,there has been some
recent positive moves towards improving the CPS.
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Compensation
by Rev Dr Roy Catchpole
There may be many respectable character witnesses
who are pillars of society willing to write to the court or
even to appear to give a personal testimony. Over two
hundred of them had written supporting character
statements in my case, most of whom were prepared to
attend the court. And it may be that the accusers’
fantasies and accusations are almost beyond belief, and
the jury may have a strong suspicion that there is an
element of malice or serious delusion and mental illness
or a desire to get financial compensation from the court.
But the outgoing assumption of guilt by the court
provides a powerful disincentive to any jury to challenge
this prevailing culture. For them to do so would require
them to question their own dependence upon a civilised
and fair legal system working to sustain a law-abiding
society that is providing them with the assurance of their
own safety and security. After all, they are part of the
culture themselves. No-one wants to see a Savile walking
free from their courtroom.
According to Richard Webster¹, Cheshire police
officers conducting investigations into Greystone Heath
and other institutions for Operation Granite in their
search for perpetrators and victims of sex crime made
special arrangements with the prison authorities to
interview current adult prisoners who had been
incarcerated in homes as children. These were prisoners
who had surfaced following police trawling operations
and who were willing to allege that they had been victims
of abuse in various institutions as children. The men were
taken from their jails and interviewed in police rape
suites. No surprise then that very soon the word that
there was money to be made in compensation swept
through the prisons, producing a tsunami of prisoners
alleging abuse. No other word was used to describe these
claimants than ‘victims’.
It is a worrying trend that these so-called ‘victims’
are encouraged by no-win-no-fee solicitors, who are
promising on their websites to be able to obtain
compensation for injuries, physical and emotional,
whether or not there ends up being a conviction. This is
an open invitation to corruption. Of course, as with any
alleged victim of a sexual offence, the protection
afforded by the Sexual Offences Act means the
complainant’s name cannot be published for the whole
of their lifetime. This restriction lasts for the lifetime of
the complainant, no matter how strong the evidence is
that she (or he) has lied.
A new field of miscarriages of justice has resulted
from the methods employed by the police in
investigating various allegations of abuse of children in
residential care homes at the close of 20th century. This
was revealed by a Home Office inquiry into police

methods. The end result was that over-zealous police
activities, along with personal injury lawyers, promising
large amounts of financial compensation had been a
major source of these miscarriages. Claimants were
sought out, and of course many came forward for the
money. And yet, politicians were apt to discount this
area of injustice. No policies were put in place to
counteract the practice, and there was precious little
academic research activity in this area. It hardly
appeared in any textbooks or research papers.
After the 2001 general election, Lord Woolfe, Lord
Chief Justice observed in an interview that there might
well have been wrongful convictions in historic abuse
cases and that the evidence given by complainants may
not have been accurate when they had been ‘tempted’ by
compensation awards. The dangers were particularly
acute when police asked, ‘Did anything happen to you?’
(Telegraph 24th November 2001). Labour MP Chris
Mullen chaired the Commons Select Committee on
Home Affairs, at which David Rose, a journalist, among
others, gave an affirmative answer to the question put to
them “Is there a risk that the advertisement of
prospective awards of compensation in child abuse cases
encourages people to come forward with fabricated
allegations?” The resulting Report warned that recent
trawling investigations into historic child abuse cases
had produced ‘a new genre of miscarriages of justice’.
Following publication of the Report Mullins himself
commented, “I am in no doubt that a number of
innocent people have been convicted and that many
other innocent people who had not been convicted, have
had their lives ruined.” The future prime minister, David
Cameron was a member of that Select Committee, and
it has been clearly demonstrated by the trial trauma that
I and my family have suffered and my acquittal, that I
am one of those innocent individuals whose lives have
been ruined by fabricated allegations. I am a victim of a
miscarriage of justice, by poverty without recourse to
law and therefore no satisfactory resolution.
Nor is it only me who has to be judged by this civil
standard of proof. The Criminal Injuries Compensation
(CIC) system reassures false accusers that they need not
even wait for the conclusion of a trial in order to obtain
compensation. If in the opinion of the administrators of
the scheme, whilst the evidence for the trial is being
gathered, the balance of probability is that the offence
took place, compensation will be paid. Google ‘Sexual
Assault Compensation’ and you will get law firms
offering compensation calculators for you to see how
much you can ‘earn’ according to how much you have
suffered. The police co-operate with this. The money
comes out of the taxpayer. They would be less keen to cooperate if the compensation came out of the police

1. Richard Webster, 2005, The Secret of Bryn Estyn, The Orwell Press, Oxford - pages 468-9. - See also page 37 of this publication.
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budget. Before the verdict is announced, before the jury
have met, before the judge had announced the ‘Not
Guilty’ verdict, the level of compensation is worked out
and agreed. From the CIC advice offered to inquirers,
including all ‘lying-bitches-from-hell’ (a tag often used on
the internet to describe these frauds) says: “Our decision will be based on the ‘balance of
probabilities’. This is different from a criminal
court which decides on the basis of ‘beyond
reasonable doubt’. We do not need to wait for
the outcome of a criminal trial if there is already
enough information to make a decision on your
case, so you should never make that a reason for
delaying your application.”
I was unable to discover how much compensation my
false accuser and her family had decided they ought to
get, but I am guessing it would have been around
£30,000. A paltry sum for the questionable work of
making a false accusation and ruining a family’s life.
In other words, ‘If you are thinking you will have to
go through the long delay of a court case, don’t worry.
We will pay you a lot of money if you come forward
now.’ I would like know if this were not an open
invitation to all-comers to try it on for the sake of a huge
financial windfall, what else could it be?
What if the opportunist liar, during the course of her
journey to the court, might at some point regret what she
is doing and wish to withdraw? A pang of conscience. A
religious conversion. A desire to believe the Gospel, turn
from her wickedness and repent. ²
It would be hard. She would have to confess to her
friends. Some of whom might abandon her. She would
have to tell the police. Would they decide to prosecute her
for perverting the course of justice, as they have done
with some? The kindly and solicitous women from the
Rape Crisis Centre would have to be informed. They
would be disappointed that she had decided not to go
ahead anyway. Then there would have to be the people in
church. They would feel betrayed, so she could say
goodbye to all of that. Would she be able to face them
every Sunday after this? Probably not. Her family and
friends would have to be told. Then there would be her
legal team. Wasting all their time and costing the state all
that legal aid. The vicar and his wife would need to know.
Shame, that, since they had believed her from the start,
and had joined together in demonising her victim. Then
she would have to tell her boss. She might get dismissed.
Lose her job. Who wants a liar and time-waster on their
books? Above all, of course she would have to face the
certain prospect of losing anything up to £500,000 of
taxpayers’ money in compensation for having been
sexually abused.

In our mundane daily interactions with friends,
colleagues and families we all make mistakes. It is our
common experience of life. The Gospel itself is based
upon our acknowledgement of personal sin and guilt. Yet
even in these tiny errors, we feel a level of indignation
when falsely accused of some minor or petty error. The
reason is, this strikes at our moral being. I believe that it
is this area of my existence that makes me human. How
much more painful, and how much deeper then, the
knowledge of this injustice gnawing at your bonemarrow, to be wrongly accused publicly and in the media.
Accused of a series of the most heinous and detestable
crimes of sexual abuse. And then not only to have one’s
claims of innocence disbelieved, but also to be accused of
being ‘in denial’ about it. If the justice system you are
caught-up in accepts uncorroborated allegations as
evidence of guilt, labelling the accused as the perpetrator
before any trial, there is no possibility of escape.
On some estimates 97,000 people claim to have been
raped each year. On average 15,670 become recorded
crimes, and in 2012-13, there were 2,333 convictions. A
CPS review found that over a 17-month period,
prosecutions for false allegations made up ‘only 0.6% of
rape cases’, (their figures, my italics). In terms of hellish
suffering though, taking even their figures as accurate,
that’s 388 individuals and their families - say 1500 people
- every 17 months. Over a period of a decade that’s
180,000 people. In light of these probably conservative
figures the tag ‘only’ seems somehow inappropriate.
These figures do not reflect the fact that most falsely
accused men, especially after having to go through the
financially and emotionally debilitating process of court
procedure, a good number of them suffering symptoms
of PTSD as a result of their stress, do not have the
financial or emotional resources to prosecute their
accusers.
They choose to spend what time and money they
have left on trying to restore their lives and reputations.
They engage themselves in shovelling-out the sewage
false accusers have caused to flow through their homes
rather than getting revenge or, if only, justice. And as I
have said, no-one sees the secret damage that is done to
the heart and soul – just as painful as that of the actual
sexually abused, and just as deep.
Others, like my family, try to understand, forgive and
move on. This is because they do not agree with the
immorality of revenge – an eye for an eye. Nor do they
abandon the hope for reconciliation and cultural,
sectarian and moral healing. This is the kind of healing
that cannot be achieved in the context of financial
compensation. It can only be achieved through truth and
justice and a willingness to acknowledge sin and failure.
I could say more – much more.

2. Editor’s note: We also know examples of many young men who were also opportunist liars
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Evaluating Cases of False Allegations of Sexual Abuse in Children
by Dr Leigh M. Baker
Director of the Trauma Treatment Centre of Colorado, USA

A majority of children tell the truth when it comes
to allegations of sexual abuse. However, for the
minority of children who present with allegations
of abuse in high conflict divorce or custody
situations, it is often up to social service
professionals, mental health workers, and judges,
to determine the validity of children’s sexual
abuse allegations.

2. Consistency of the Child’s Allegations

These cases need to be evaluated by a specialist in
the area of false allegations of sexual abuse in
children. Hiring a specialist will save the clients and the
courts countless hours and finances. But more
importantly, it will help children caught up in the middle
of adult conflict. If children are falsely accusing one
parent of abuse, the psychological damage is
immeasurable. Not only does the child lose a
relationship with a parent, the child grows up believing
a falsehood. Children cannot flourish in this situation.
Forever they will be plagued with untruths and a deepseated sense of guilt and shame for the loss of a
parent.

In fabricated allegations, the initial outcry is a gateway
for embellishment. Children will add on infraction after
infraction as they weave stories that reach
unimaginable proportions. What initially was an outcry
of inappropriate touching may turn into fantastical
stories of oral sex, bondage, intercourse, anal
penetration, etc.

The following is a list of six critical factors that must be
addressed when assessing the validity of children’s
allegations:

1. Context and Timing of the Allegations
The majority of false allegations of sexual abuse occur
in the context of high conflict divorce and/or custody
cases. There exists a motive for one parent to
indoctrinate a child into believing the other parent
molested him or her when custody issues are at stake.
Angry parents who believe they have been unjustly
treated and wish revenge, parents who fear the spouse
and believe the spouse is harming their child, parents
who themselves have been traumatized and project
this onto their child, or parents who wish to eliminate
the other parent’s relationship with the child, all have
motives to coach a child into making false allegations
of abuse.
Therefore, when assessing the validity of a child’s
allegations, look at the circumstances surrounding
these accusations. Has the ex-spouse asked for more
money, withdrawn financial support, or has found
another partner? Often when we look at the timing of
allegations made by an estranged ex-partner, we can
see motivating factors for introducing allegations of
abuse.
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Most children’s allegations remain consistent over
time. In other words the basic story remains the same.
Additional details are often added in subsequent
interviews that relate to the abuse but do not
substantially alter the child’s initial outcry. It is true that
children will often test an adult to see if the adult will be
receptive and supportive and then furnish more
information.

3. Forensic Interviews
It is critical when evaluating a child’s allegations of
sexual abuse, a thorough review of the initial forensic
interview takes place. There has been a great deal of
research done on techniques that elicit the most
reliable information from young children. (Thomas D.
Lyon, et.al.) It is important to understand when young
children are interviewed, they believe the interviewer
already knows the answers. Children are biologically
programmed to listen and respond to adults. Even if
they don’t know an answer, they will give an adult a
response in order to please that adult

Children are biologically
programmed to …
give an adult a response
in order to please that adult
Research has demonstrated the only question that
produces the most reliable information from a child is
an open-ended question such as “tell me more about
it?” or “tell me more.” Yes/No questions will often result
in a response as noted previously in order to please an
adult. Studies have shown the last option stated is
more often the one a child chooses and that children
have a predisposition to answer “yes” to an adult.
When Children are given forced choices, such as “Did
your father touch you over or under your panties?”,
studies have demonstrated that the last option is often
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Evaluating Cases of False Allegations of Sexual Abuse in Children by Dr Leigh M. Bake, continued ...

the one the child picks. Remember a young child is
programmed to respond to an adult’s questions,
therefore even if the correct option is not presented,
the child will give an answer.
Lastly, suggestive questions, such as “Where did your
father touch you? Or “Did anything come out of his
penis when you touched him?” are suggestive
questions that assume abuse has occurred and are
information gathered from this type of questioning does
not produce valid and reliable results.
Many parents unhappy with one professional’s findings
may “therapy-shop” until they find the “right one” who
will validate what the parent believes. However, the
more young children are interviewed, the less reliable
the information will be. Repeated interviewing skews
the child’s reality that sexual abuse did occur and the
more the child is interviewed, the more embellished
and fabricated the allegations become.

4. Do the Children’s Behaviours Reflect Fear of
the Accused Parent?
Often in cases when a parent is accused of sexual
abuse, he or she is prohibited from seeing the child. In
many cases, the accused parent may not see the child
for months or years.
Prolonged absence from a parent can create emotional
turmoil in a child and establishes the sense the
estranged parent has done something wrong. When
evaluating cases of sexual abuse it is critical to
interview the accused parent in order to gain a
perspective into the case. If this is not done, it is a
grave injustice to the accused parent. In most cases of
false allegations of sexual abuse, once the child is in
the presence of the accused parent, he or she will
show no fear, anxiety, or trauma. The child is happy to
see the parent and even when the issue of abuse is
brought up, the child will deny it ever happened or
avoid the topic all together.

5. Is There Evidence of Coaching or Parent
Alienation?
Children who have been sexually abused by a parent
often present with conflicting feelings about the parent.
In most cases of bona fide abuse, the child remains
attached to the parent since there often exists a
relationship in which the abuse has occurred. The child
may have received special attention, recognition, and
gifts for compliant behaviours.
In cases of parental alienation, the child is completely
estranged from the parent and denies any type of
emotional connection to that parent. The child
complains about all aspects of the parent’s behaviour

and demonstrates utter commitment to seeing the
accused parent in a negative manner. They will parrot
a parent’s concern about the accused parent such as
“he doesn’t pay us money” or “she has a new family
and doesn’t care about us anymore.”
Children who are coached to rehearse sexual abuse
allegations often use adult language and terminology
when describing the abuse. These children parrot what
they have been told to say and often there is little to no
emotion when alleging the abuse.
Coaching may take on a subtler form of indoctrination
other than practising what to say. A parent’s anxiety,
constant questioning of the child, bringing the child to
multiple professionals and medical doctors for
validation of abuse, and keeping lengthy journals and
notebooks on the child’s statements and behaviours at
home, create an environment in which the child comes
to believe the “reality” created by the alienating parent.
One parent’s anxiety about the other parent is
contagious and a child will adopt the parent’s anxiety
and incorporate it into his or her reality. Parents who
alienate and coach children usually have some form of
trauma in their own past; more often sexual abuse.
They are a hyper-vigilant and protective of the child.
You may see these children home-schooled or have
other “medical” issues that necessitate constant
monitoring and care. More often than not, these
parents have families that support their delusions,
creating grandparents who “witness” children’s
statements and behaviours. These parents create an
enmeshment with the child therefore, it is difficult to
ascertain where the parents’ concern end and the
child’s allegations begin.

6. Child’s Therapist
It is not uncommon to see children’s allegations of
sexual abuse reported by the therapist since the
therapist is a mandatory reporter. However, many child
therapists will begin to treat the child for sexual abuse
prior to determining if it actually happened.
Treating a child for sexual abuse will instil in the child
more firmly the sense sexual abuse did occur. In those
instances where there are false allegations, the
treatment will only reinforce the allegations.

This article is reproduced with permission and was
first published on the following website address:

h�p://leighbaker.com/2017/02/15/evalua�ngfalse-allega�ons-of-sexual-abuse-in-children/
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BOOK REVIEWS

‘Falsely Accused’ by the Reverend Roy
Catchpole is a surprising mix of
academic research and human
rela�onships
Readers should not be put off by the radical and
challenging subject ma�er. All of this may suggest the
work belongs to dry academia. Nothing could be
further from the truth.
At the heart of this book is the true account of a
Church of England vicar falsely accused of sexual
assault. It records the experiences of many falsely
accused; includes accounts of lives wrecked, families
torn apart, moral chaos, and the faithfulness of loving
partners of those falsely accused; vigilantes, suicides,
wrongful imprisonment and miscarriages of jus�ce.
The book inves�gates the many reasons for false
allega�ons of sexual crime, from malicious lies to
genuinely-believed fantasies of the disordered psyche.
It takes a cri�cal look at the jus�ce system; cuts in
funding for legal aid; the grasping greed of
compensa�on-seekers; and the preference of the legal
system for the terms 'Vic�m' for 'Accuser'; the
convic�on and imprisonment of the innocent..

Falsely Accused
by Revd Roy Catchpole
R. C. Book publishing
Fourth Edition, September 2018
296 pages
Paperback: ISBN 9780244408282
Available from Lulu Publishing Ltd
£ 15.49
http://www.lulu.com/shop
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Readers will scarcely note the thoroughness of the
research as they turn the pages because the work is of
intense human interest, like a series of stories straight
from ‘Eastenders’ though a good deal be�er. There is a
strong autobiographical theme because the author,
now an Anglican priest, has resolved not to use his
painful experience of being falsely accused of sexual
crime by seeking revenge or financial compensa�on
for the crime commi�ed against him, but as a tool for
empathy and outreach.
The insights into being falsely accused are scary. The
nega�ves of social isola�on, police corrup�on, physical
illness and mental and emo�onal torture outweigh the
posi�ves of forgiveness and poli�cal change to an
alarming degree. Serious ques�ons are posed about
the jus�ce and effec�ve value of the judicial and
custodial systems.
This well researched book challenges the complacent
and the self-righteous. The numbers of young (and
older) people, vic�ms of a mal-func�oning legal
system, crying for jus�ce in the UK - the home of what
was the finest judicial system in the world - cannot be
counted. Where should they look?
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‘Guilty’ by Jonathan King is a very entertaining ‘novel’ based

The book is also called ‘Guilty’ because Jonathan refuses to be quiet about
how the criminal jus�ce mistreated him; hence this book.
The �tle also reflects the simple fact that Jonathan was guilty of having a
sexual life style at odds with the then rules of our society un�l the
Government incrementally changed the laws regarding the age of consent
un�l finally in 2000 the age of consent for all in society became 16 and over.
Society had finally caught up with Jonathan; he was no longer guilty of
breaking the law.
The book begins with him discovering, like many people all too late, that you
can be charged and even convicted for a crime that did not occur. Also, like
others for whom it is the first �me that the police will inves�gate them, he
‘assumed the police would be balanced and fair’. He gives precise details of
why he is no longer naïve about the police trea�ng him fairly. It is fair to say
that Surrey Police are not on his Christmas card list.
Jonathan’s outgoing and cheerful personality comes through every chapter
of this book. What is very heart warming is that he made his �me in prison
into something posi�ve by helping other prisoners, especially those, who
like Jonathan, were wrongly convicted. ‘I had a glorious �me there, cheering
people up and generally finding life fascina�ng’. (p.53)
On release he became very aware of the ‘machina�ons of the False
Allega�on Industry’ – consis�ng of accusers, lawyers and the media, all of
whom make money out of an innocent person’s misery. On a serious note
he men�ons the stress that false allega�ons cause, resul�ng sadly in people
commi�ng suicide.
He details his �me in Court, reflec�ng upon the fact that he was ‘technically
innocent’ un�l proven guilty, he was nonetheless treated like a ‘common
criminal’.
To read his descrip�on of his last court case is fascina�ng, any people who
have been in the same situa�on or supported friends or members of their
family in court will relate to what Jonathan recalls in his book. For example:

Guilty
by Jonathan King
Revvolu�on Publishing, Kent
August 2018
192 pages
ISBN 978-0-9564714-6-9 - Paperback.
Kindle edi�on also available
Available from Amazon
£ 5.00 - paperback
£ 3.00 - Kindle edition

1. The prosecutor using lurid descrip�ons, not based on facts, in order to
convince the Jury that there is no smoke without fire, or in other
words, making the jury believe that a crime had been commi�ed when
it never occurred.
2. The witnesses dropping out due to their lies being uncovered or
becoming scared on the witness box when they discover that the
defending council has found out a lot about their past history.
3. The judge becoming exasperated with the police incompetence.
At the end of the book Jonathan touches upon the changes that are needed
to be made to the criminal jus�ce system if injus�ces are not to con�nue.
Such as the need to stop the payments from the Criminal Injuries Board to
accusers prior to any court case. A situa�on that fuels false allega�ons.
Jonathan writes extremely well. It an enjoyable read and at the same �me
you realise that this is not fic�on, this is reality, a reality that has been lived
by many other ‘Jonathans’, some of whom are imprisoned, but all, plus their
families, con�nue to suffer today due to the incompetence of the criminal
jus�ce system.
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upon Jonathan King’s personal experiences with the criminal jus�ce system.
Although mainly factual, Jonathan warns the reader in his opening Chapter
that there is an element of fic�on in it, but far less than is found in some
newspaper ar�cles.

UNFOUNDED – Alliance Against Unfounded Accusations of Abuse

Over the last 30 years, support groups for those accused of false accusa�ons have worked �relessly to provide advice
and a shoulder for vic�ms of unfounded allega�ons. The support groups include FASO, FACT, Accused.me and Safari.
Whilst each group supports a wide range of different people and accusa�on, all the groups have a similar will to witness
change to the Bri�sh Legal System to be�er protect vic�ms of false allega�ons and wrongful convic�ons.
Unfounded brings together the wide range of Groups that support vic�ms of false allega�ons, to speak as one voice in
the fight for jus�ce. The Alliance is commi�ed to working together to raise awareness and influence policy to improve
services to vic�ms of unfounded allega�ons and miscarriages of jus�ce.
The ini�al aims of UNFOUNDED are:
�

Campaign to get the recommenda�ons of the Henriques Report implemented.

�

Raise the profile of unfounded accusa�ons to wider par�es.

�

Strengthen the posi�on of vic�ms of wrongful allega�ons in the criminal jus�ce system.

�

Unified voice to influence and engage with government and wider stakeholders.

�

Work together in a posi�ve and respec�ul way to improve outcomes for vic�ms’ families.

�

Networking across member organisa�ons with swi� communica�on of key informa�on.
If you have any specific experience in poli�cal campaigning and would like to volunteer to help
please contact Unfounded via our website: h�p://www.unfounded.org.uk.

Richard Webster’s Website
A reminder form FACT that this very important website is still online
Very sadly, Richard died in June 2011, after suffering heart failure during the night.
Richard researched and wrote about many of the issues central to FACT’s work. He was very far
sighted and decades ahead in his realisation of the truth. He was also involved with FACT in the
early days. His books ‘The Great Children's Home Panic’ (1998) and ‘The Secret of Bryn Estyn’
(2005) are directly related to FACT and the devastating effect of false allegations on its members.
Richard’s friends would like to ensure that he is properly remembered and they want his work to
remain readily available for others to read, hence the continuation of his website:

www.richardwebster.net
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Also Supporting Victims of False Allegations
We are happy to introduce other organisations, where you may find additional information / support:

accused.me.uk - www.accused.me.uk
The Accused Me organisation help link you with others and provide advice if you are going through rape
allegations. They also campaign to improve the investigation and detection of sexual crimes in the UK.

B.F.M.S. - British False Memory Association - www.bfms.org.uk
False memory: when a person is convinced a memory is true when it is not. Clinical evidence suggests it
is more widespread than had previously been appreciated. Contact: Kevin Felsted - 0161 285 2583

S.A.F.A.R.I. - Supporting All Falsely Accused With Reference Information. http://safari-uk.org/
SAFARI provide powerful and positive information to those who are in a position to make necessary
changes in the UK's investigative and judicial systems, those who have been affected by false
accusations and those who have suffered from being pressurised into making false accusations.

F.A.S.O. - False Allegations Support Organisation - www.false-allegations.org.uk
A voluntary organisation that offers clear information, practical advice, and emotional support to anyone
affected by false allegation of abuse. Contact - Margaret - 0844 335 1992

P.A.F.A.A. - People Against False Accusations of Abuse - http://www.pafaa.org.uk/
S.O.F.A.P. - Support Organisation for Falsely Accused people
The PAFAA and SOFAP website was set up in an effort to offer help and support to anyone who has
been falsely accused of abuse of a sexual nature.

F.A.H.S.A - Falsely Accused of Historic Sex Abuse - http://www.falselyaccusedhsa.co.uk
My husband and I assumed that the fundamental principle of justice - innocent until proven guilty - was
enshrined in British Law, our experience taught us otherwise.
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FACT is

a not-for-profit organisation founded more than 19 years ago and is 100% run by volunteers

Due to attitudes and changes in the law we are moving further away from the precept of innocent until proven

guilty. Add to this a zero risk tolerance in employment and we find ourselves being called upon more and
more to support those who have been falsely accused of abuse when working in positions of trust
(including volunteers) who are maintaining their innocence or have been cleared. As an organisation we
need more volunteers to help us respond to these calls for help and to enable us to provide first class
support to the victims of false allegations and their families, as well as to seek changes to reverse that
increase. We need skills and experience across a broad range of areas. Many of our volunteers bring with
them skills and training they have gained through their careers and previous volunteering, or from their
own personal experience of the devastating effects of false allegation and who want to use this to help
others.
We do not provide legal assistance or attempt to influence the outcome of a case, instead we provide
information, practical support and comfort during a very difficult time when the victim can feel very much
on their own, vulnerable and shunned by society. Many of the effects of false allegations last for life.
Whilst FACT is a UK based organisation we recognise a spread of the problem worldwide and are often
contacted from abroad.

How You Can Help?
MEMBERSHIP:

If you aren’t already, become a member.

WEBSITE:

Sourcing and adding news and information

TWITTER:

Managing and writing

MARKETING/COMMUNICATIONS:
WRITING:

Producing leaflets, Producing PowerPoint presentations,

For the website,
For FACTion
Preparing responses to government consultations
Open letters & press releases representing FACT'S opinion to governments and media

EMAIL SUPPORT: Supporting individuals by email
RESEARCH:

Find out about a topic and keep our knowledge up to date i.e. DBS, employment law,
Parliament, Issues in other counties

FUNDRAISING:

Writing grant applications. Finding funding sources

VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR: Supportingvolunteers. Training and recruitment
MANAGEMENT/COMMITTEE:

These are not the only ways of helping.
If you would like further information please see inside front page for contact details.
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